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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This is a stud:y of the psychiatric social history and its 
t>oie in the :mnma Pendleton Bradley F..Ome; a treatment center 
for anotionally disturbed children.. Special attention is focused 
.. on. the particular utilization of the history as part of the 
treatment plan for the child. An attempt will be made to point 
out,. through the history, the parental attitudes;; and the con-
aonunitant emotions pertinent to the child's illness* It is 
hoped that this study of the social history will indicate whether 
future relationships between the relat,ives- and. hospital staff 
at<e. being determined at the time it is secur>ed. Another facto.r 
to be considered is the extent to which the social history is 
used in determining eventual treatment of the parent as well as 
the child. 
An attEilmpt will be made,; in this study1 to indicate the 
use of the ma.tet>ial obtained from the history, pertaining to 
inte:t'4pereonal relationships a.e they enter into the child t s 
illness'" To go a step further> it was the intent and purpose 
to indicate whether this :l:nfcmna.tion was used as an a.id to 
diagnosis and treatment~ The t'lriter hopes to see how the 
history ia used as parl of the evaluation of the child at 
~~==~================================~==== 
at the Bradley Home. 
The material to be presented is intended to determine 
i,f, aside from the necessary social data secured· from the 
history, other elements appear. Is it pointed out to the 
parent that his· participation is required· in the· t!'eattnent 
of the child? Are the parents 1 . attitudes and affective 
reactions observed dUring thehistory-interv1e'W' 
It is knOwn that environmental.factors are importa.nt·in 
mental illness. This is especially true and even considered 
in the treatment of children. The writer intends to d.ete.r--
mii;ne also, tb.rou.gh case ma te.t'i~l; .how muon inform~tion on 
envi±-onmental exposures· as garnered from the social history 
• 1s used. to aa:vantage in the tl"eatment of th.e ehild; In other 
words·, does the history become a dynam1a tool tn the ho spi-
tal setting, a tool which is uniquely managed by the paychia.-
. - ·, 
tric s<:>cial worker? It is the int·ent Of th~ wl:'i ter to:. anawer 
the tcrllowing questions:: . Why i"S the" history obta.ined? . Who 
takes the history? Wh&t· ie its role in·the setting of the 
Bradley Ht;:lme? What are the views or representative staff 
membel"e in regard to their particular utilization of the 
history? How is the social history utilized.? 
Method~; The wr1 ter will. revi.ew and a.nalYZ!il fol"ty-three 
ca.ses which constitute the present active case load of child-
ren at the Bradley Horne.. The pel:"'iod of time covered, i.n the 
a.etive case load, includes children who were admitted between 
-b-==9=================~==============F===== 
1950-1952, with the .exc.eption of one child who was adm.i tted 
in 1949~ or the ten oases selected for this st\l.d.Y, admission 
dates range between 1950-1951;· These cases were selected 
because they clearly indicated.the uae of the information 
secured from the histories~-
The actual utilization of the lnforma.tion given in the 
history in the statf' conferences is indica.t_ea.. for each case~ 
When-specific decisions We~e made as ~o treatment tor th~ 
child and for the parents, on the b.aa1s of the evidence 
indicated in the histories, the writer point~ these.out. 
The lir:tter has 1.nterv1ewed representative staff members, 
those who either take histories o.r Who use the histories as 
an aid· in their work" By this, 1 t i.e hoped to cla~ify the 
role that the history plays in this particular s.~tting; 1 t 
is assumed that helpful recommendations may ensue which will 
aid in improving the history, the procedures in taking it~ 
the aims,, and the actual use to which 1 t is J>Ut., 
The writer also describes the general role of the psy-
chiatric social worker and the particular role at the Emma. 
Pendleton Bradley. Following this, the description of' the 
Home and the typea of' eases accepted here are given~ A 
survey of' the literature aoncerning the social history will 
be given~ 
Wlth a deeper understanding of the child and his milieu, 
with the .soeial history as a guide, it is hoped that :more 
improvements may be.forthcoming in the treatment of the 
child. ·With mo.t>e understa.ndtrig of the family background., 
more knowledge· o:f' the parent; ·we may hop$fUlly e:x:peet etf eo-
ti ve handling of the chiid t s problem, As Lois M ~ French 
points out• 
· The young child does not know why he· :tteacte 
as he does; is often unable to express his diffi-
culties. He is reacting to aoute · di,seoni;fort ~hioh 
he feels but does not understand~ He. is.: rne~tins, 
often ineffectively-, oontlieting demands pla.oed · 
upon him by parents, teachers, friends..it · He is in 
co:nfliot himself~ attempting. ·· to wo-r~ .ou.t some 'kind 
of ha~ony between his own emotional needs and the 
r&quirements of the· social group the.t stands 'in' . 
tl3:e: position of authority. The child guidance 
olinic meets disturbed children at a -time when 
ta.lnlly relationships are being fo.rmed" a:Qd when 
problems may often times be 'seen olea..rly . in ;re.:. 
lation to the circumstances that produced. them. 
Study and treatment of eh1ldren involve studY" and· · 
treatment of parents • . · 
1, ·!cis M~ French, Psychiatric Social_, Work, pp~. 1.56...:.157 · 
CHAPTER l.J.:. 
REVIEW OF .THE LITERA~URE 
To clarify any study of' a child, emotionally disturbed., 
there must be understanding of all of the surrounding forces, 
environmental as WE)ll as inne:r. 
Within any personality there must always be 
a balance between inner and outer, between instinc-
tual drives and reality,. if thex>e is to be growth,. 
adaptation, and achievement, While the individual 
adjustment varies with the immediate culture, culture 
itself, in our civilization, is transmitted most 
effectively through the home,, ~arental influence is 
most important, although other foroe.s contribute, to 
a greater or lesser degt>ee, to character formationl· 
Sooi~l work inteX>est in this newer branch of medicine 
was :intense and eageX>, because psychiatry seemed ~l:lle, 
for the first time, to throw light on one of the 
most baffling aspects of the sociai work problem. 
For a. long time, social scientists and social re-
formers alike had been aware of external or overt 
causes of' distress. such as poverty, disease, un-
employment, and also of inner and more personal causes 
of tmhappiness and unadjustment~ But the lattet-
were often approached as if they- were separate 
planetary systems; instead or' two arcs of the same 
oi:t"cle.. The .relation of one to the other wt:ts little 
understood~· To be a pra.cti t1oner in the field of 
emotional disturbanoes ea.lls not on1y for intimate 
knowledge of the personality but also for knowledge 
of the interplay of' social, economic, a:rld c,ulttira.l 
:rorces.l. 
Not only must the child be understood but his p_arents 
must be a.lao. For effective resul,us, pr;rt.h .. a:re treated simul-
taneously.. The 1n1 tial treatment. of .. t.he parent begins at 
the time that the 'Social history is secured. 
1 Gordon Hamilton, Psychotherapy in Child Guidance, 
PP• 5 ~ 6~ 
The problem is further complicated, since the 
parent who gives the history about the child. tends 
t.o feel that now the matter is compl€lted, If, 
however, she is helped to take responsiblity, she 
will bit by bit disclose, with or without question 
(though one should · not be afr.a.id to ask appropriate 
questions either in regard to the child. or herself) 
significant facts in her own life experience~ For 
instanc.e, it m.m.y be .evident .at .on,ce .that. shlit. <li,d._ 
not want this li t~tle boy, but wby she did not want 
him must wait to be developed after greater secmrity 
in the reia.tionahip nas be.en established,. One fa 
careful not to delve ror childhood memories pre-
maturely, as thia only al;'ouses defenses. .In all 
history taking it is lmport~nt tq find out the 
positive aspects to help the clie11t discover in 
himself those talents and capac,ities which when 
psychic energy is freed he can use·· for a fuller 
and more satisfying life 112 . . . · . 
Pointed out in.the literature. is the parallel betweeA. 
history taking and case work~ .In 11 Theory and :Pr:actioe of 
Social Case Work 11 , Gordon HamiltOn· indicates tha.t with the 
taking of a history, as in accepted case work practioeJ one 
is dealing with the client in his present situation. 
~enever a careful, tho,t;>oUgh history .i.E! needed, . 
. if the client. unders.tands. therreaac:>n for giving it 
-and can therefore part:t.e1pate in. th,e. prC)c~ss, and. if' 
the case worker has developed skill.in starting from 
the pla,ce where the client _is, not ford;.ng ~be tempo, .. 
:following sensitively the feeling tones, .then the · 
treatment relationship need not be aQ.versely affected • .3 
Gordon Hamilton further elaborates, ;t.ndioating now the his-
tory is employed as a diagnostic and treatment tool. 
2 Ibid 
3 Gordon Hamilton, Theory and Practice of .Social Ca_se 
Work, :pp~ 113-114 
6 -· .. 
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'.Chf) ab111tyof thE! c11~nt to give rel~vant 
history- or the parent of a problem Qhild,.or 
the relative of a mentally s1ck peraon- is an 
important clue as tQ whether he can assume fur-
ther rel;!ponsi1:1.11 ty ,.4 
She continues, by illustrating the importance of the case 
worker's reeogn1z1ng the situation, whether or not he is 
using the factual data a.s a form of avoiding disclosure 
of feelings • 
7 ... 
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OHAPT~ J;I_;t· 
DESCRIP\riOlli. O.F :T:ffE. -~-- l'l.mm~TON BRADLEY HOP 
AND. THE -TYF~$ OF CHILDI\EN TREATED f 
The Emma. l?endlaton. B,radley: l!Oma Wa.er .opened aa a ·new: . 
and unique childrena'· hospital in Apr.11', 1931~ It is 's:i't~ 
ue.ted at the· southern and of Bal"ringtan· Parkway., in R1'Ve:r-
side, about·5 miles :from the center of Pt>ovidentJe, Rhode 
Island. This modern building is surrounded by forty acr$S 
of wooded grounds near 'Q.ppe:r NaJ;"ra.gansett Bay.. ~he building 
has accommodations for tifty~fo~ children, well equipped 
schoolrooms, a nursery school, o}lildrens' library., and 
recreation ro()m. There are also hospital treatment (not 
conspicuous) and examination rooms, laboratories and offices. 
Playing fields, a secluded pond for swimming and skating, 
pieriic areas and ample grounds allow free rein for l;lUper-
vised sports and games,. The Bradley Home is eonducted and 
licensed under immediate medieal supervision as a hospital 
for the in-patient treatment of children with ne.rvoua and 
behavior disorders o: · E:vidanoe of' .any nhoepi tal 14 or .insti tu-
tional atmosphere has been eliminated. 
Upon admission o:t' the child a thorough history is taken, 
supplemented by information obtai.ned f'rom physicians, c11nioe 
and any agencies to whom the child may have been known in 
t.he past. During the fil;'et few days in the hospital, com-
plete physical and neurological examinations and extensive 
8 ... 
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laboratory investt.ge.ti_on~. !;).~e.. cat-.ried, out. . An. eleot:ro-
encepha.logra.m is obtained fo;r .each en~ld' Psycb.o.loglc$.1 
examinations~ to determine th~ child t s intelleotl.l.al :f'unctio;n-
ing, are given a.e well as the proj active tes.tf:l.e,. 
:On. the bas.is o:f' observations .!}lade q.w::-ing, this pel:'iod.; 
treatment is prescribed and v.n,der.tak.en. This entails all. 
. . . ~ . ' . . . ' 
neoeasal"y medical work;., gro-up o~ indiyidu~l psy.ehqthe,ra.py, 
o:r · casfi) wo.r-k interviews ::t'o;r as many parents as, poss1l:>le~ .. 
Oomprel;lensive notes are kept by m!Smbers ·of th~ t'eaiden't 
medical stat! i nurses). the el:l,ild.r~m.s t gu,id.E?s, sooi~l workers, 
and pay:cholqgists 11 Eacl:l, case~ follow+ns · th:ts a:tuq.y pe~riod, 
1s.prese~nted fol,' caref-ul a.nalysis in a proteS,siqna.l staff 
·All study. and treatment ar-e conducted in a warm,· 
friend.ly,.a.tmoepnere in Which each child is enabled .. to p~sue 
a·well---round.ed cour>se Qf life l:!.djusted to his .. ~a.pabilitj.ee., 
The types of children tr~ated at Bl'adley_enoompa.ss.the 
following cla.ssifica.tions ~- behavior diso:t>der!:i, .. sclU~ophrenia., 
convulsive d.iso.rder,s,. conversion byste.r1a, and anxiety n~u~ 
rosie. A description of these ill:nes~es f(JlJ,.owe: 
We11"'7known are the signs of b.en~viora.l d4.ElQ.rde~s 
stealing,. lyirn!, · ho.stili ty, :temper tant~'UIDe, _p;ega.,tiv~am 1 · .. 
firesettl,ng, to name a f.'ew~ The cbild who loYes h;te pa:r>e~nts 
j ~nO. .is 11) turn. loved by th(:'tm t:r;ies. to col+form, to t:b.e+r. qode, 
' i '' 
and: eventv.~llY. t.o .. the code. ot. socle.t;,:,,; ........ J.Ww ~p.~. c:P:ild .. -~dj\lsts, 
9 e, 
-==~================================9===== 
for example, to toilet training and to the oedipa.l s.i tu.at.ion 
• ' • ' ' ,< ' •• • ' 
are dependent up.on love for .the parents_; the w_ish to please 
them. The parents, in turn_. shoul<l l."'ealiz~ that a conside~-
,. I ! . ' - , 
able period of satisfaction for the child.t s basi_c .needs i_s 
essential. With undue pun1sblne.nt, the eh;tld. rea.ote w-,l_th 
aggression or perhaps withdra.wa~~ 
When dealing with ~hildren who present behavior dis-
orders, it is necessary to search beyond the overt symp~oms 
and try to determine the eause. 4lthough, ostensibly, the;; 
child is admitted to a. t,re~tmEmt ~enter, because of deviant 
behavior, it soon becomes a.p'J?arent that the beha.vio:r ditfi-
culty is superimposed upon inner neurotic drives~ Removal 
from the environment alone does not effect cure~ 
CfMlCl.J;?,ooQ; Sohizophreni~V ln. this functional disordet;"; , th~" 
., 
outstanding features are the laek of emotional expression 
and the behavioral trends.. J?rior to the .illness,_ in (lases, 
of acute onset, the children evidently make rea~onably good 
ad.juatment.s.~~ The adjustment ~t home and .tn s.chool is good, 
Wi t.h the onset o:r the illness, there i.e a drop in sehalastie 
ef:fio.ienoy 1 lack of concent.rationi and perhaps somatic 
complaints, ~his period is followed by a peyohotio phase 
with acute anxiety, sleep disorder; motor restlessness, 
disturbances of speeo.h, occasional hall,uoinations and loss 
of contact with people~· The epieode is short-,.11 Ved, 
In cases with insidious onset, thex:-e is a sra.dua.l with-
ll======*=d=r=a=w=a=l==*=l=o=e=s==o=f==i=n=t=e=r=e=s=t=· =i=n==p=l=a=y==,=s=p=e=e==ch==i=s==d=i=s=t=ur=··=b=e=d==;·=a=n=d===9F========== 
I 
the child becomes lees and less communicable. Eventually, 
the child becomes aggressive and destructive~ 
Laurette Bender defines 
... childhood schizophrenia. as occurring in child-
hood before the age of. eleven years, which reveals 
pathology in behavior at every level and in every 
arE!a o:f integration or patterning within the func-
tioning of the central nervous system, be .1 t veg-
etative, motor, perceptual, intellectual, .emotional, 
or social,"l . . ·· 
l;n her clinical study, Dr.-- Bender further pointe out 
the disturbances in vasa-vegetative functioning;. reacting to 
illnesses in an unpredictable way.. The norma.l. physiological 
life, sleeping, eating, and elimination habits a:t'e disturbed. 
l•Iotor development is uneven. 
The schizophrenic Child seeks the body of the a.1ult, 
clings to the latter as a support. The child ha~ no reality 
of his own and by this physioal contact may_ in some way eetab-
i 
lish this. Th~ t'ocus of the schizophrenic child's problem is 
anxiety Which affects the subsequent symptom :f'o~mation. 
Convulsive Disorger:. Epileptic att~oka are .. us.~lly divided. 
into three categories-grand m.~.J~ petit, mal, .anO. psychic equtv-
alents ... In the first type, the attacks are char.fii.cter.ized 
by loss of consciousness, abnormal motor discharge~, and 
1 Bender, Lauretta, nOhildhood Sohizophren:ta, 11, American 
Journal £!. Ortho-Psychia.tr:t, Vol. 17, .1947 
llt 
II eventual d~owsine.e.s o~ sleep • The.y may be :preo~ed "by the 
aura which may be manifested by numbness, a feelins of warmt · 
or cold, auditory, visual, or olfactory sensations. Loss of 
co.neciouaness follows. the a.wao: The convulsion consists of 
jerking, kicking movements of the. ext:r-emit1es, ·The ton8Ue 
ma1move about, the eyes;f'requently roll upward, The con-
vulsion is usually followed by :profound sl~ep. 
In the petit mal, th.ere are bl,"ief lapses of conscious-
ness without convulsions, The·ohlld may ~esume activity 
with no recollection of· what occurred.~ There a;r-e some oocur 
ranees in whioh there is temporary olouding of oonsoiousnesa 
with automatic motor reactions not rememberE?cl 'by the patient. 
These cannot be clearly dist1nquished from petit mal dis~ 
orders. 
Epilepsy contributes to the child's problem in emot:iona 
adjustment, To be considered are the att.itude of parents, 
tne effect on his school att~ndancet hie relation to other 
children and restriction fromthe usual,. childhood a~tivities': 
The contributing causes of seizures in childhood at'e an 
heredita.J:>y incli,nation to seizures, etr'Uctt:tra.l .defects of 
the brain, injuries; infections diseases whiah :rna:y ~ttaok 
the brain, and conditions a')loh as tetany o.r.teeth1n,g, 
O()nvers~on H:v:steria: . The patient show.s an obserte.ble change 
in an o.t:>ganic function instead of naving thepsyqhol:oe;ical 
symptom. The emotional conflict is trana.fer;t"ed to. a b()dily 
-===r======================~======~===== 
diat.urbance-. The symptoms m~y occur i.n d:l.st'tlX''baneee of'· 
a.utomomic funct1on, loss of. e,ppeti te,· .V'PIPi ting, nausea;. 
lU'inary .frequency. oonst'":tH1tion~ d1al"rhea.; cold and clammy 
extremities, exoeesi ve pe.rspir~ tion, and headaches.. · The 
eensor;r.symptoms are observable in the following .distttrbanc 
anesthesia (loss of' aensa.t1on) 1 hyperesthesia (e:x:ceesive 
sensltivi ty), or paresthesia (exceptional sensation). Motor 
symptoms are manifested by the jerky and curious movements 
in most of the muscle groups o.t': may be limited to one extre-
mity. These disturbances occur in the muscles that a.!'e. 
under voluntary oont:rol'f "" 
The bodily symptoms in eon:v~.sion. p.y_stet'ia repreae:n,t /' 
.rea~tion ot the patient to .e.tr.eas 81 t:ua.tionsh The emotions 
with which the symptom are connected are often entirely 
unconscious) 
4mtiet;y;: A:lthough anxiety attacks usually begin a:fte:r some 
upsetting situation, studies have brought out t~t th;La 
single situation was a precipitating factor, and not the 
cause. This situation is one which enables the child t.o 
bring h1s long-felt anxiety into vtew-.- Amtiety is mani:f'ested 
early in ~if'e~ An ~xa.mple is the ehild who does not want 
to e;o to ~ohool; he has not recHiliVed enough secur.tty .from 
his parents to tra.nsf'er his feelings to othe~s or to expeet 
secur1 ty from others in his envi.t'ODJI!.ent •. 
Underlying the ch11dt a anxiety may be gt;ilt, this gener-
ating from his fears. The child who flaunts his aggression 
may have an.X:tety a:tta.oli~ .•.. for feal;' of. what he wili do to 
others in the env:l.rcmment ~ Knowle(tg& ot the q:Ual:t ty ot the 
p~rent-child relationships point out the dynamic aspeots. 
This is seen when am:tety.a.tta.eks.follow the oedipal period.~ 
Unless the reason for the Ei.!l.Xiet;r ·1e treated, the symptonu! 
' ' 
continue. 
In obeessiv.e a.n.Cl .QOJilPtllsi.-re .. JJ,elJ,rosea ;. the. ah11d · ~ay 
.. have thoUghts wh1eh c.a.ua~ h1m di~eornfo.rt; which h~ o~Q.t, , 
acoep't, and a.t .the S8JIJ.e time cannot rej e9t• For. El~atnpl-~ 1 
the chi~d may . wish, th~ death of a· parent,. ap.d .feeling. he 
will cause the personr s' qea>th, ia compelled to say a 'lif¢-t-d 
or perhaps perform a.n actoontinually~ 
' .. 
The psychodynrun1oe o;f' .eomplusions and obseesionspoint 
out the child • a great need :ror sa.:eety and. seouri ty" He 11 
in a. constrloted, r:tg1d ma.nnet>, setting up these def~nees 
-to· help him 11 ve more comfortable~.· The child feels help- · 
less and worthless. In· the social histo~y, emphasis is 
placed on the onset and the duration or the symptoms of the 
ohild'"s illness. It is important tor the pepeon taking the 
h,istory.to be aware of the dynamic aspects of the various 
illnesses so that pertinent questions ~ay be aSked~ Ey the 
very nature of this part1cv.lar hospital and tbe oaS&!ii treat 
here~ the ~.tioloe;1oa.l fa.cto:r-s are intensely il:xv.e.st1.8ated:;-
not only for "Ultimate deoiaion as to dii;l.gnosis put also tor 
treatment of the ch:t.ld· 
14~·· 
0 HAl?TER J.V 
THE ROLE OF THE PSYCFIIA~RIO SOOIAL WORKER 
In a treatment home such as the Emma Pendleton Bradley 
Home, the psychiatric social worker is an integral part of 
the clinical team, that is, psychiatrist; psychologist, and 
psychiatric social worker. lt is the task of the psychiat-
ric social worker to deal with the reality !'actors,. the 
environment and the total social forces surrounding the 
child.- The psychiatr:Lo social worker is present at the in-
take interview; it is she who interviews the par.ents to 
·determine the eligibility of .. the. ohlld fo.r admissi~;n to 
Bradley. She secures the psychiatl:"ic social hlstory., dealitl€ 
at that time with the .feellngs of the parents. Although 
taking of the social history is one of the functions of the 
social service d.epartment,. due to shortage of staff others 
share this responsibility. The histories are also ta.ken by 
the psychologists, resident physiclans, and a psychiatric 
nurse. At present, there is a training program; recently 
instltuted under the supervision of the chief psychiatric 
social worker, in relation to the social history. This pro-
gram encompasses all elements which enter into the taking of 
the history and ensures more common understanding as to the 
goals and tec·~niques of th~ process of historY taking. 
,·,. ·,<;; 
Apart from the factua.l data and the dynamics of the case, 
A the psychiatric social worker, while securing the social 
•===+=================================4===== 
history, is introducing the parents to the Bradley Home. 
She, at that time, strivE:)S to help the parent gain some in-
sight into the child's illness. It is her task; also, to 
prepare the parent not only ror the child's treatment but 
also for his own. As Hestep Crutcher points out: 
•!' 
-This conta.ot pecomes a first step in the 
important process of.soeia.l treatment; whic_p. later 
is to involve explanation to f.amily, further . 
understa.nd1ng or the family situation; pr:e:pa.ra.tion 
:for the return.of the patient, and follow--up after 
his discharge. Viewed in this light; a. social 
history ceases to be 11data about a pa.tient''t and 
becomes a first step in a relation .shared by pat:tent, 
worker; and family, which closely related ~o the 
psychiatric and medical di.agnoais, is the vehicle 
for et'feotive treatment.:E . 
The :psychiatric social worker provides case wqrk ser~ 
... 
vices for the. parents~ This is d.one on a seh~d:U:led basis 
and under close supervision. Although the ~a Pendleton 
Bradley Home is not a. child guidance clinic; the rollowing 
. . 
statement by Esther Heath,seems applicable; · 
· The focus of interest has shi:fted; therefore • 
fro111 the child (and the attempt to change tb,e 
parents' attitudes or that the child might adjust) 
to an interest in the parents' dif:fioulty·:for 
itself, without the conata.nt reference to its re--
lation to the child and without the emphasis on 
the need for immediate ohange. Suo.h a aha.nge in 
emphasis, in itself, relieves the parent Of the 
need for bUilding up de:fensee against th~ implied 
1 :flest.e~ Orutcne~, __ A. 5uide .. for Developing .Fsyohi.a.tric 
Social. Work in .State Hospi tala~ PP.~ 9-.10~ 
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criticism that inevitably resulted from active 
efforts to interpret to parents the ef:feot.of 
their attitudes upon the child's behavior~2 
In addition to case work with the parent, the psyohiat-
r.ic soeia.l worker engages in play therapy wi tb a. selected 
number of children.- Weekly conferences are held with the 
supervisor as well as the psychiatristt to discuss dynamics 
in each case, to set goals :for treatment and to discuss what 
has been acoomplishedO' 
As Lois M~ French points out: 
Clinics engaged in treating both child and 
pa-rents soon .discmrered .that there were difficulties 
when one person handled the contacts with both par-
ent and child~ Psychiatrists ear.r>ying on inter-
views with both child and parent found that in cer-
tain oases such a program resulted in tear, sus-
picion, jealousy, concern about what one was saying 
about the other, and gene:ral inability to disouss 
the situation :f'reely---ln some child guide.nc$ 
clinics, there is .a general policy, in situations 
where such complications arise, that the psychia-
trist. works with the child and the social worker 
with the parent, or vice versa, eaoh sharing in 
the process of treatment.3 
Thus, in general, the psychiatric social worker collab-
orates with the psychiatrist, the work of both is 1nter-
twineds and each works towa;rd the same goal. The psychiatris 
2 The Apnroach ~ the .Parent: ! StUdy in Social Treat-
ment , New York; · Commonwealth Ftind, 19 33 ~ 
:; Lois M~ French, Ps:ychica.tric . .S~()ial.Work .• PP• 158-159. 
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deals with the unconscious mat~ria.l, whereas the peychia,.tric 
social wo.rk~r-ls.aoncerned with the-social_ fqr~es and with 
environmental manipulation, The social worker realizes thai;, 
the patient is not divorced from his social setting a.nd with 
this in mind, treats the environment as well as the patient~ 
It is for the sooial Wo.t'kel:" to determin..e the home situation 
and present her findings to the pa.yohiatrist. 
The social _worker is o&neerneQ. :with the handling of the. 
' individual's strengths. It is the role of the social wor~er 
·' 
to assi.st the individual in attaining the moat satisfactory 
f'orm of adijustment.~ In Short, the social work.er helps the 
individual to develop hi~ capacities, helps in emphasizing 
. . 
the individual's worth and in finding his own niche in 
society. 
The psyohia.t.vio soeia.l worker•~ talent lies in her 
ability to give social treatment. To be stres~ed are the 
pa.tient 1 s self-direction and self-determination~ To be 
considered is the environment, how the patient reacts to it 
and what improvement may be realized to provide a more pos.i-
tive milieu for the patien:t. 
Thust the psychiatric social wol:"ker lends support _to 
the patient, manipulates the environment; deals with the 
relatives .and works towards st.l:'engthening familial .i;nter,_ 
relationships~ In regard to the role of the psychiatric 
social worker 1 Lois M. Fr:tnch state.s ~ 
.. 
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In the llght of .. the.· origip. and dey~l()pment of 
the field, in the face of' -t,he~eQent impasse caused 
by the.vaflied interests and aotivitie&!.eJria.nating 
from 1 t, there can be but one answer to that question. 
It is social wor'j:{ practiced in relation. to psychiatry, 
on much a basis only can be bUilt the special body · 
of knowledg~ and experience that. makes u.p a special-
ized field.4 
Miss French, in the chapte~ entitled 11Some·Trends in 
Social Treatmentn; says further in regard to the psyeh~atric 
social worker: 
The psychiatric social worker is constantly in 
touch with the growing body of knowledge acertllng 
from her working contact with the diagnosis .and 
treatment of a wide variety of nervous and mental 
disorders, mild o.r·pronounced; She is.in close 
touo:h with~-the- advances made in ps;yohiatric know--
ledge and practice. She is in a position to be 
constantly a.ware.of the.delicat~ relationship that 
exists between physical and mental states. 1ler 
developtng responsibility for treatment may be con..-
tinually checked against general medical and ~sy­
ahia.tric .experience,,._ Oontinued study o:f old pha~es 
or social tr.ea.tm~ntwithi.n the hospitals and; clinics, 
inoludi,ng the experimental wo.r-k, with the ntherapiesn 
is the task of psychiat.ric social work~ Bueh etudy 
together with analysis of the speeialp~obleJ.!lS and 
advantages inheren-t.· in tne x-el,tionship, is the 
special oont_rihu-tion to the progr~ss of treatment 5 w+thin the 'fields of both .socla..l work_ and psyQhia.t.l:'Yt 
4 Ibid p;, 27 
5 Ibid p~ 241 
OHAPTER.Y 
OASE MATERlAL 
The oases fall into the following groups: In eases 
one and two the·two common elements seem to be the presence 
of dominant mothers and passive· fathers. In case three the 
punishing, threatening !'ather is the predominant factor~ 
Oases four and five are characterized by the presence of 
traumatic experiences. for the children, Oa.se .six indicates 
the role of the over-protective mother.. ln the remaining 
four cases the home s:).tuations stand out a1:! ;1,m:po;rtant faetort: .. 
·Oase #1 
:Pis a nine year old boy who was admttt$d.to 
the Bradley Home October 16, · 19£)1 ~ fie was referred 
for the tollowl.ng complai):tts ~ slow in sehool, lazy 
streak, tearful, and lack. of confidence. p• s motl:l.E~r; 
Mrs. B, gave us the fol:)_owing stot;>y of her.own clU,.ld--
hood., Economic oondi tions wex-e poor; .her ~otner was 
paranoid, was suspicious of everyone, thought people 
were e;oing to harm her, had no f~iends• Her first 
husband deserted her. Subsequent to divoroi:ns h1.m~ 
the maternal. grandmother rema~ried~ The taxil,ily lived 
in a slum area and living cond:i:t.ions w~re d.$plo.rable; 
to the extent that Mrs. S was ashamed to b.ring her 
own :friends to the house~. Her present contacts with 
her mother are unpleasant and infrequent as the 
mother continually nags her.. Mrs .• a, whl.le discussing 
her mother, disclosed that she had accomp1ished quite 
a bit in life, notwithstanding her meager background~ 
Mrs. 8 married in 1935.~ The maternal grandmother did 
not approve~ Mrs. 8 states that she was a.fr~id of' 
pregnanay as she had dif'ficulty with menstrual periods 
and feared that having a child might cause her death. 
Mrs. S states that sexual relations have been enjoy-
able to both, although w1thin the past :five years, 
she has felt too exhausted to derive pleasure f'rom :tt. 
Mrs~ 8 has migraine headaches. which incapacitate her. 
20 •. 
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Mrt~t, S di,Q. not· receive m\Hlh formal edueat;lon~ 
leaV'ing school when in the thl.rd ua.de. Sin<le 
marriage, · he ha.s l:)~e:n :tn· :the d:ry cleaning business~ 
He owns and operates his own business• He entered 
the se!'viee when P was a year old, re+uurning three ... 
years laterot He fs described ae'handsome and. moody. 
Durlbg the :firat six years of pta life, .the .. 
paternal gr.a.ndmother l.ived.with t.ne t'am1l1• She was 
mentally 111. was depreE3sed; agitated, and moody; · 
She underwent psychiatric .. treatment. Whil~ living 
with 'the s t 8' the paternal sra.ndmotha.r interfered . 
with P's management and instilled the boy with :fear. 
The paternal sra.ndtather, on the oth~r hand, waa a 
passive individual. 
Utilization of H;tstory: 
At the sta:ff conf'eren<H9; the dynamJ.cs ot the family 
s;t tuation were clearly seen·• From the history, we see that 
both parents had ineffectual :f';g.thers and aggressive; nagging 
mothers.- Mrs~ S's depiction of' the f'em~le role. W$.8 that. o:f' 
martyrdom.. She showed her t~elingS! regardins $ex,when 
stating she was ntoo tired.rt for it. !fo hert pregnancy in-
dicated the possibility of dea.;t.h., 
Mrs •• a also tJomes from a f:a.mily whe:t>e the mother was 
mental.ly ill~- The father was a pa.s~ive- indi\ridua.l, Mro. S 
felt inferior beeauee of an inadequate education, When his 
parents lived with them, there. was constant irritation in 
the home. ln the S' s • we see a reoonstruotion of the parent-
al home life; sel,"ving a.s examples tor ::E', with the aggr-essive 
mother and weak, passive father; 
The history pointecl out that P 1 s mother. was the 
parental figure and that the ta.ther was a. pa.ss:Lve. individual.~ 
Individual psychotherapy with a male therapist was recomm.en 
for th~ boy to e,na.ble him to work tbrouel:!. hie feelings, 
especially :tn regard to his mother.; . This .relationship could 
also help him to make a positive identification with a. male 
f'lgU.re, one on whom he coulo. also be dependent" 'Oa.~e work 
1-rith the mother was tte'commended; to help her -to see her part 
in P;s illness and to help her to dO.eifi~thin~ a'Pout it, 
It was felt t,hat through c~se 'fork~ the moth~~. p_ould also 
wor~ through her :f'eelip.gs in regard to hel': ,re1at1onehip w1 th 
her husband• The diagnosis was AnXie.ty NetWo~i$ .• 
,• ' 
Oa.se #2 
L is a 12 y-ear old boy Who was a.dmitt..e<:l .. tQ. the 
~a.dley Home on September. 19, 1950; for t:h~ :following 
complaints~ difficulty in school,- negat:tvi.sm~ attacks 
of severe anger., repeated threats to. ukill" sister 
and other children, ref~ed to play any games othe~ 
· · toon 8Wl'"'P.lay, .. :n:d,.s.c~ieyQ.'ll.E!. a.c.,ti"!fl. ty,,.:. ho.~ti:J.!:t;r. towards 
b.rothexo; headaches, sinoe 7 yea~s of agej..,nightma.re_.a,, 
en~-u:reeis. and na1lb1 ting.~ L was wean~ :f~om .hie 
bot tJ.e bef'ore one year.;; :Slactder tra.:tnJ..ng · sta.r-ted 
around. 6 months o:f age and· ae.complish$Cl .. S.t a:round 
l ye~,:'-• · Mrs,, R would always pla.ee l.s on t}ie seat 3 
times da.ily • notw1 the tanding the f~ot t:na·t he- wou,let · 
have no more . than one mov-ement ~aoh d~y . .-· · wt.~.en L was 
3, his brother had a.stnma and required :mother'*· a con..-. 
atant attention~ Since L'· a 3rd b:trthday.B he:.l'lae 
shown a mounting jealousy toward hie brpther1 • being 
openly hostile and threatening towards him~ · · L has, 
since 3 yea:t's of @.ge, been increa.s:tnslyagg~ee~ive 
against other children~ He was a.ggxoessi ve against 
his siblings. The haadaches.have persisted since 
their onset at 7 or 8.~ · . 
The father :ta said to have a t'violent. .tempern., 
He drinks heavily,. He is rather indulge!l,t with L, 
and threatens to use physiqal punishment but uaua.lly 
does not ca~ry out these threats.~ l?un:tahment :ts · 
often left unt11 the father comes home,~· 
On th~ mother*s side, the g_~andfather was a · 
drunkard and the family llte was oha.raote~:t:ted by 
repeated violent arguments. Mother has a 11nervous 
breakdown•• in 1927-1932 and prior to ma.r;riage 1n 1937,• 
... : 
· Fina.nc.l.a1 situation was always ir.ts.ecure ;t'rom in:f'aJ:l.OY 
to time of marriage, Moth~r attended l. year of' high 
school and left because of "1inseci..tt>1 ty f~elings and 
threatening nervous breakdown"~ 
Utilization. O·f History 
As aeen in the history, the factors ~espon:sible :f'or L's 
illness were: early weaning, early x-ig:t,d toilet tra.'i,ning~ 
a t~eatening but weak father figure, a demanding mother, 
herself' insecure and emotionally la:vile; other factors are; 
school di'fficulties related to his inability to accept 
.• 
authority and a sibling with asthma.; Pointed out was L's 
history of deprivation, the difficulty fo:r:- L to pass throug.h 
phases of oral and anal satisfaot1on and to .meet the oedipal 
situation in the usual way, The boy fears h:l,s :father, .re-
t:reats from him and laahes out at the small oh1ldl"'~l+· His 
migraine headaches may have a eve loped as a means of mompet-
1ng with his brother 1 s astln'na:. IJ.Ihe diagnosis w~s Anxiety 
Neurosis.~ Mixed Type-Migraine heada.ohes .• 
Case #3 
S is a nine year old boy Who was admi't,ted to 
Bradley on October 23, 1951* The . complain-:t;a. w~re l . 
temper tantrUII1s, deetructl.venes s, d1 so.bedienc$ in 
school, lighting firea.for three years, daydre~ing 
for four years and. eneuresis oooa.sionally ~ · 
The :fatr:u~r, Mr" D, is the youngest of twee 
brothers and a. younger sisteX'it His :f'atber:waa.a.lw~ys 
very lenient with the boys; the mother was very 
strict with him~ Mr .. D was always f'ighting with 
his older brothers 1 and· describes his behavior in 
this respect similar to that of S~ · He;oompleted 
ninth grade but disliked school.. At present, he 
works as a mattress maker but deolinea to reveal 
his weekly income:o He ha.s·had jobs as ·shoe sa'les-
man and has worked in a shipy~d but was. fired from 
the-se jobs becauS~e he <lid 11not lik.e to· t.a.ke order:s·" •. 
M,ra" D ha.s.two.aiaters with whom -~he.alwa.ys got 
along w.ell but had conside.ra.b.l.e troJ,l"Qle wtth her · · 
mother who was strict w1tb·her~ She states that her 
mother was uneurotic" ... Her. parents ~.-er-e se-parated · 
·when .she was :r.tve years old~ . 
Six weeks before S 1 s. birth the f'ather.was ~alled 
into the serv:tce~ Following this, Mrs~ D l:)ecame very 
. nnarvoua 11 and up -set.. She tells of' "nightmares 11 
involving F!t.:tler .A:n,d he,~. huapap,~ ;Ln, 1(h1el:l, M~~ · IL • ~ · ~ .~ 
would get killed. Tl(le father returned l'l ye~r lat!l'l"~ .. r 
·A second so.:n was "Po.rn in 1945.: .Mr. D. dj.rected al.l .. ·, · 
of his attention towar-d :t:b.e new son a.nd :$ was. left . 
in the bao~~ound.. It· was• then :thitt M.r~~: :0 l)ege.n 
· , "pi eking on 8, pu..llishing him .brutally :;fo~: minor 
thi:n,gs"' . Mrs.~. D ·states that. her husband .'beqa.me "very 
hos"t,il~n toward S and was. easily angered by ,him, 
Mrs_~ ]) d_id not punish S t'O.t' any wrong wh:tQh' he had· . 
don~ beca:us~ she felt that nh~ gets enov.gh from his 
:.r·at:herr,. ~, . . · · · · · . '· · · ··. ·· 
. . . ' ·. 'l!llien s was six years of ~ge; the fam':!.J.i\ evi c. ted 
· fz.oni hqm~, went to live with m.at.ernal gpa;n~~ther· 
wher-e they stayed for- one _year~ There. was qont{ider-
.!' able friction between, the maternal gl'anO.mother··and;. 
lJ!r~ D. The gra.ndmothe;r~ due to an :1-J,.lnass,.wa:$· . 
·partially invalided and was repeatedly demand:Lrig that 
S wait on her~ ~fuen he refused, .she .would thr-eaten .. 
. -h1m with telling his father.~· . . ' .. ·. . 
When start:l,ng school~ 8 was inattentive,. des-
tructive, and tough with.b,is classmates" !ri another 
school, S's troubles continued; he dayd,rea.med and did 
... not. do .his assignment;a.~ Qn er.e1le.ral. ()CC?•sions Mr-. D 
caught him destroying his pap~ps and. "puni$hed him 
_ b;r-utal1y4'. S was rid:touled by the otl;ler children .. 
. Util.ization of History;: 
'.• 
was discussed~ Nate wa,s made of th.e sibling 'born and the. 
:father's ·brutality. tow:~r.d .a, punishing him a.nd -out;wal::'dly .and 
openly favoring the yotJ.ng~r l:;l!"otber; \fuen. S · ~ntereq school,, 
' .. 
it:' was seen how he· waa a p;roblem then,~ , At the a.g.~ ·of' six., 
he lived with his grandmother in a very \lnhappy.home.i! The 
grandmother was an inadequate and· neurotic person~ She . 
threatened s with punishment 1.f he.di(l anyth1,.ng she did not 
like~ From the material f'tll,'>n+shed by the hi~tory it was 
evident that S' e emotion$.1- condition was. a direct result of 
the :father's brutality coming particularly at the· birth of 
another sib;ling. T;he recQitun,enda_t1on mad~ was that S be giv~m 
a therapist and. a.llowecl to contin-ue f'or El. l;"easonable t1Ine- . 
living in the permissive atmosphere of :aradley~ · '.t'he emphaals 
it was thought, should be on the parents, particularly with 
a.ttempt,s t·o get the mother to work through her am"Qivalenee 
toward both her husband and S and to see what _can be done 
with the father to help him to accept s.. The diagnosis was 
A.mciety Neurosis with symptomatic behavior disorder~ 
Case #4 
J is an eight yea-r old girl who.wa.s admitted 
to Bradley on November 28, 1950. with the following 
complaints-: difficulty with bowel mov.ernenta, de-
manC!ing and stubborn-? attention eeeking, stl.ffening 
up at night, touching objects and legs, smelling 
fingers, and did not socialize with child~en.~. In 
the developmental stages, everything was done on 
routine schedule. She ate, slept, played. right on 
time~ J slept in the same room with her parents 
up until the death of the father,. Mr.R. father, 
was a very a:f'fectionate • easy.-.going m~n who wa~ 
neither strict, demanding, nor> punitive to J in any 
way~- In 1946, he purchased a store, the f'i.ttst. · 
buniness he ever owned~ He put his hopes and drive 
into this business and it wae the most important 
thing in his life. When the business began to fail, 
Mr 4. R began to worry and. los.e confidence in himself.., 
As his confidence ebbed, the!'e wer.e bouts of scream-
ing and crying on Mr ,._ R t- a shoulders.. Dur:l.ng these 
tearful embraces~ J would intervene a.nd_try to "save 
her mother from daddyn't She loved her father but 
was partial to her mother" After the termination of 
the business. Mrtt R seemed relieved and refreshed. 
for a short While but gl:'a.dually became d.azed and 
dis~ant~. Dp.ring a n1e;ht in J$,\nl(.ary~.' 1948, he ha:nged 
himself on a pipe in tl:le 'bathroom. of their. ho~~. 
J and her mot·ber. tO lind .M:r;, R l:langing by . the :rope 
. and l·trs. R did not tell J that her rather wa.s dead 
. until April, 1948;, She wa.~ told, in the interim.,: 
that her father was sick in the hospital. Afte:r 
r.!r •. R' s death. J seemed insecure and always d.em~nded 
a "daddyn ~. · · · 
Mrs. R was the baby of her family~ · She graduated 
from high scll.ool, attended bus1n~ss school and then 
worked, She has always 'l?een self:-sut:fiqient. ·!n 
school she was brilliant and at the top of her class~ 
She 'feels that her husband was immature and incapable 
of handling his bu.sin.e.ss •.. 
Utilization .of H~stor;r ... 
!Jlrs~.R•s visite.to Jhave substantiated, in the minds 
of staff members, what was pointed out in the history;, She 
is rigid and demanding as. to J·f s welfare.. ~rs. R .is over-
indulgent and ove.r7 otm9erned a:Pout. th~ c.hi.ld.!' ... ~he h.ous~­
hold itself was tem~e with two l:Ulsta'bl~ p~rsons in 1 t. . '!'lle 
t'.ather 1 showing a g!'eat deal. of emotionality and dependence 
upon heJ:> ,. wound up by commi tti11.g suicide~ Mrs~ R is very 
compulsive and rigid and could not pro:vide a source of' 
stability for J. J'also slept in the same room with hep 
parents from the time she was born. Bhe witneased the death 
of her father. The t~auma of this on the child must.have 
been tremendous. The history shows that J had ambivalent 
feelings towards her father.. Tne effect of' his .suicide on 
her and the fact that J' di~cove.x-ed him hanging must have · 
accentuated her oon:flloted feelings and increased her ~uilt. 
From the background material as gathered :rrom, the his-
tory, the staff with the above observations concurred that 
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the group si t:uat,io.:n a.t Bl*adley wol.lld be 'behef'icial ·to the 
child, .tn view of' thE? traumatic elq?al"ience or observing 
her fa:ther's suicide; as po~nted out in the h:Lstory, ftwa.s 
f'elt that the child needed intensive it:dividua.l pa~ohot 
The rigid upbringing of the·ahild and her resulta~t compul-
s.ivity indicated that -she needed therapy with a female~ ·'~n 
view of llrs f R' s compulsivi ty, as seen in her. handling of J 
and the fact that she had been seeing a psychiatrist, case 
work intE?rviews with her were tense i:p. abeyance.- \'li thin the 
past few months, howeverf Mrs, R has been seen in case work 
1nterviews 1 The goal is to help her· to· work tf?roygh her own 
problems and not transfer tpe~ to the child~ The diagnosis 
- for the child was Anxiety Neurosis with Compulsive t:r-ends, 
Case #5 ... 
. G is an. 1~ Ye~ o1et girl. Who, was a.dmitted.to 
Bradley on liovember 14; 1950, with the.to:).lowing 
com~laints: masturbation, se:x: play, f1,xie.sett1ng, 
slyness and sneakiness., and eneures;Ls. and nailbit1ng. 
G Wa$·a plarmed, wanted chilq. .. Toilet training 
was begun at 4-5 months 1 aocomplj,ehed 1:;ly 12. mo:n:ths~ 
The family moved from state. of.M to. Rand at .that 
time~ lwir" M began to mi~ with a group o;f hea-iy · · 
drinltera·and began to drink to excess and rarely. 
b,rQUght home enough money: Mrs" M move.d back; to 
. M .. where her family 11 ved, a a a. l"e~ui t, of . the ·severe 
financ!al diffleul ty and her lna.bil,. ty to co.pe .with 
Mr~.· M's .a:l,co)loli~m!' While th.e:r.e, ~ :.Seconcl ~ibl.ing~ · 
a male, was born. Mrs. M_ was force(! .to .work- and · . 
Mr~ M continued. :t.ci dr:tnk •. -A .lT yea.x- old girl._wa~: ' ./ 
left. 1n qharge of G a.nd,herbrother when G. W$.13 
14 months old~. . Aft'er ? .mont.hs: M~s .• ·~. sebarated 
from :hera .husband.· a.nd , t9ok tt.Ie pf:l,11Q:,re:n., to; her. . . :; , . ,, 
p~rent.a ~- She .. lefr, tbe ·children in 1 .the, ~~r~,. of.: tl;le. _ t grea11-g:b~dm?th~X: -'· as. both a.ll.e. an~ .he.r. mo.t:her. went· 
.... 
I 
out to work. Masturbation began at the maternal 
grandparents. It is noted that G often crawled 
into bed with her grandfather, and cuddled with 
him, occasionally without her pajamas on. Fire-
setting occurred twice at the maternal grand-
parents. In 1944, Mrs .. M sued for divorce. 
In 1945, Mrs •. M became pregnant and married the 
father of her child, Mr. D. Mr~ D went. into the 
service shortly after the marriage and during 
this time the family lived with the maternal 
grand parents~ Upon his return, they moved to 
the paternal step-grandparents' home. The mother 
states that Mr.. D has always been cool and un-
responsive to the 2 M children and pref'erred his 
own child. 
In September, 1948, a. neighbor of Mrs. D1s 
parents passed through the city. With the. 
encouragement of G' a mother, he started taking 
G along for rides~ This practice continued 
until the following spring. In 1949; G began 
telling of her strange experiences with this man 
to her younger brother, f:tnally to the paternal 
step-grandmother who informed Mr. D and a w~rant 
was sworn out! At the trial, the man admitted 
that he made G indulge in every oonoe~va.ble 
.form of sexual perversity and admitted that he · 
had edtl.cated her in eve~y for.J;tl of sexlla.:l a9ti.v1t,t.. 
G was seen at a child guioance clinic where it. 
was felt that she should be removed from the dist-
urbing home environment. A foster ho111e was sug-
gested and rejected by the mother and step-grand-
ll1other; however, both are now willing to accept 
same aftexo G' s discharge fl;'om Bradley. 
Utilization of History 
Pointed. out were~ the home situation was tense .• Mr •. M 
was an alcoholic who more and more deserted his family .. 
The mother was forced to work; leaving a girl in charge of 
G. The mother divorced Mr. M and later remarried. The 
step-father, Mr. D, was very rejecting of G but the step-
grandmother evidently was affectionate to her. In 1949 G 
started going on rides with an older man with the mother 1 s 
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l . knowledg~~ He p~actj,ced.sexua.l perv~.rsions on her • .Since 
i 
then, G }}as been sly, :furtive, and. seclusive1· She.i.s 
! 
eneuretiq. While here; she. has been vet.'Y' co~pliant and very 
good .. T~la appare,ntly is too good and too.disoiplined, 
accordiJ to what is._ expected from ~.·chilli who h!i.d had· suoh .. 
• I 
a traum~~:'t;.ic experience.~ The quest~on was what to ._do with G 
I • 
I .·. • ; # 
when she!:Leaves Bradley. It was felt tl:lat psychotherapy be 
I 
institut~d as soon as i . . 
! 
matic ex~eriences are 
I 
i 
cular interest and is 
i 
I 
possible here since many of the trau-
atill fresh.. Mrs •. M shows no parti-
willing to consider fost-er home place-
ment~ The conoensus among sta:r£ members was tha.t it would 
I 
I 
be detrimental to .t'eturn G to the kind of environment she 
,-
has come out of, where nothing constructive for her could be 
expected~ An,other recommendation was that the girlbe.seen 
by a fem~le therapist, to enable her_to make a female identi-
1 fication lWhich she sorely needs. Through therapeutic_lnter-
. I 
I 
views, aiso, G could-form a satisfactory r~lationship with 
an adult~ Since it is pointed out that the step-father 
rejected! G and has shown no inte.t:'es.t :in her, in,terv~ewa ?ould 
help herlto work through her feelings regarding him as well 
as her pchsition in the family situation~ Since it was also· 
i 
indicated. that G would not return to her owp.home.subaequent 
i 
to :~disch~rge, ultimate plans for foste,t> home pl,aeement will 
., : . • .· ' ·. ··?-·. 
i 
i 
have to be worked t 'll.rough with her.. The diag:r:o si~ -was 
Psychone-wosis, Mixed- Anxlety-Obsessive--Oompulsive features~ 
i 
I 
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Case #6 
•. S is a 9 year old boy Who was admitted to 
.Bradley on Octobe.r,lO; 1950, with the following 
. com]>laints: overa.cti:vi.ty: and te.ntrums, 
. i Since about 4 years of age, S as reacted 
"antagonistically to pressure from the parents, has 
been aggressive in his relationship to other child-
ren~ overly possessive with his beloneinss, overly 
active when at play wi.th other children and monop-
olized conversation at home. Temper tantrums 
occ-Ju.r~d when S was dissatisfied with decisions 
handed down by the.parents~ 
1 S was seen by a psychologist in January, 1948., 
at age si and was described as appearing 11tense 
and anxious and exoitablett;! .Interspersed in all 
his,activities he has sudden.impulaive actions. 
The'mother apparently rune the childrens 1 time 
comJ?letely~ She gets them after school and has a 
whole program mapped out.. After they are put to 
·bed· the two old.er children carry on until midnight 
and !Mrs,. M. runs to them constantly... As far aa is 
known, the mother lets the_child.t-en go pretty far 
before she 1tuses the brush11 .. The father is known 
to J!lave spanked S once but ie not reputed to be 
harsh with the children. 
i In J.Iay, l948, S was seen by another psychia- . 
tri~t and in the report i.t was noted that a. great 
dea+ of S 1 s difficulty seemed to oome l.n the school 
sitt;A.ation. He was restles~, had dit:t'iculty in set..,. 
tling down to anything and had a continuous desire 
to see how far he could go in doing unacceptable 
thiljlgs. S was sent to camp where he got along 
fa.i.lilY well. In September,. 1949, the mother again 
contacted the clinic and reported that she was 
f'in4ing enormous difficulty in handling S in the 
home and. was herself under a great deal of tension 
alljthe time. The clinic thought Mrs. M to be a 
rather easy going, pleasant sort of person. who finds 
it very difficult to be cross with.the cbildren and 
to q.o anything in the way of punishment. .Mr.s. M 
seems frequently to be almost at the breaking point 
because of the continual tension which the boys 
beh~vior causes her.. The clinic felt that this is 
a problem bigger than the mather can carry. 
' An electroencephalogram :in February, 1951 showed 
a diagnosis of 1. petit mal. 2. diffuse slowing. 
: Family~ father's health and economic situation 
dur~ng childhood were good. In 1934t he received 
i 
! 
an A.B. degree from a college in cla.ss.tcs and history 
and fol:' 4 years has been director of publications at 
the college~ Prior to that he was assistant person~ 
nel·manager and treasurer in a factory. Prior to 
that he was a salesman in a travel agency~ Father 
claims he over-worries, is introverted, formerly 
sullen, and somewhat pe.ttfe6tionistic an1 strict. 
He denies ever loain§ control. He claims to be 
'
1honest and reliable ·• His parents were d,ivorced in 
1942; Paternal grandmother had inherited wealth, 
was a very positive person which lead to conflicts 
with the grandfather. Their interests had always 
diverged. The gl:'a.nd:f"ather·remarried, the grandmother 
remained s.tngle, Father feels grandmother was 
devoted; loving and warm toward him and that grand-
father was more restrained~ The father identifies. 
himself with both parents but nmore like the father 
in giving in 11 ~ He identifies the patient with the 
mother in his charactel"istic of ttmore push a.nd 
energy; constant driven,. S's :father was described 
by a psychiatrist as "having almost Victorian ideas 
of fatherhood rather than any modern conceptions 11 • 
Mothel" had good health in childhood, $.t.tended 
Junior college in 1938 and received R!N~ at hospital 
in 1941. Her parents were separated when she was 
15 and finally d:Lv.orced when she was 25. The mater-
nal grandmother is described by father as »a scl:'ew 
ball, an antique hound, a collector of old books. 
She would throw on the charms but might dit.ch you 
in the next minute.-.u.npredicta.ble 11 ~ She reject,ed 
mother more than the other.ehildren because mother 
stood up to her. The grandfather was a.la-wyer'" He 
remarried and hie wife was said to have acted kindly 
toward mother.. Maternal grandfather died in 1948. 
Mr. M's own parents are prone to 1nterfere in 
the situation. It is felt that these grandparents 
would undoubtedly be delighted to have the child 
taken from the home, Economically, the M's have 
no difficulties. They own their home in uppe!' 
middle class neighborhood,.. The emphasism by a 
physician, was in the "difficulty in relationship 
existing between Mrs.,, M and Mr. M 1 s pa!'ents.. The . 
mother was a nurse and I think she feels the father's 
family on the whole very much l"esent the fact he 
married her·n. 
Utilization of History 
This case was felt to be just one aspect of a total 
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problem of a family li:ving in a social setting and· with a 
certain so ci a.l background,. The mother 1 s over-proteeti ve 
attitude is obvious~. Although, it was felt) Mrs~ M realizes 
her attitude to some degree, it is difficult for her·to 
change because of her own emotional dit:~turbance Which is 
further interrelated to he,r husband's attitude. The father's 
chief interest in ancient classics suggests a trend to escape 
from the present reality. 
The grandparents ha~e presumably harassed the mother 
a.nd complicated her problem with their criticism~ The 
mother's marked over-protective and over-solic:i,.tous attitude 
has kept S from exercising his ego~ The diagnosis of 
epilepsy increases the parents t need to over·;:-:p.rotect. 
Treatment for L should include i.ndividual th~rapy fo:t> him 
and interviews for the parent.s ~ ···As poini:,ed out. ip. the his--
tory; the maternal pve;r-p.roteotion co:u.t:r-ibuted t.o Weak:ening 
. . 
of S's ego strengths~ Through indiVidual and supportive 
therapy, S could be helped to realize his own status and be 
weaned from the mother's marked. care of him. 
Since Mrs. M has shown considerable strain in handling 
her children, it was suggested that she be referred to 
anothe,r agency (they were from another state and c011ld not 
conveniently be seen here) to work with her.. Help for 
Mrs. M was further indicated in view of the evidence of her 
poor relationship with paternal grandparents. 
Tbe di'agno.sis wa.e: 1 .. Prima.l;'y Beba.viol:' Disorder, Conduct 
disturbance;~ 2,. :Epilepsy 1 Grand Mal a.n(l Petit Mt;~.l, possibly 
on an organic basis~ 
The ease histor:tes give a picture of the child :from 
birth to the time of admi.asio.n to Bradley •. They present 
the relationship of the child to his.parenta, siblings; and 
friends. The studies also indicate the attitudes of others 
, toward the cpild~ They pQ.int .out the ex;t:wiron.mental circum-
stance~ and how they affect the. Qhild ·<: There is a d:.ep1ction 
of the handline: of the child by the parents and the. inter-
relationship in the home~ ln the studies, seven through ten; 
the poor home situations are clearly indicated. 
There is ev:l.dence present as to the sever:ity of the 
child•s illness and how he handles his problem. They illus-
trate, as in case one, the need for the child-to form a 
more satisfactory relationship w:tth a. female figure~ With 
the details as to the key figures in the child 1 a· life, it 
is more cl-ai•ly ind:l.ca.ted fl:'.om .whom the. child sbcnlld .reo.eive 
therapy. The studie6 point out how. the cnild adjusted iri 
group eituat1ons and indicate how: the child will fit into 
the group situation at Bradley. 
The major role that the h1sto$s seemed to assume 
proved to be in the area of' diagnosis and treatment of' the 
.,r 
cbi1d. ~he histories also help in dfiltermi~~ plans when 
the.child is going to be discharged .. The st'\,ldies point out 
33-j 
!1, fJhe en"iTil"onmEmt$-l. f.~c.tora which . s~:round the child and? ai,d 
in the formulation o:f satis:facto~y placement plans.~· 
Case #7 
B is a seven year old.l::>oy who was admitted to 
Bradley on :February 27, 1951.~ ·.. Follow;ing at'e the 
ehief complaints= sleeplessness; t~mper tantrums, 
an attitude of passive withdrawal in school,. noc-
tUl?nal eneuresls and encop~es:ts; hyperaotlvity,. and 
lack of concentration •.. · For the first 2i years of 
B's life, theM's lived with the. maternal grandmother, 
who assumed l"esponsi 'b111. ty f'or. muc.h of n 1 8 care~ 
Mt's ~ M and her mother would disagree on the. boy'' s. 
upbringing. The mother disclosed little anger or 
disappointment at having had comparatively little 
to do with the early bringing up of her child, and 
seemed to resent more the grandmother's ttdom.inationll 
in this respect." Mrs e M was a subs.ti tute teacher 
for a three month period when B was about a year old• 
. Digestl:ve difficulties began early and there were 
episodes of' colic during his· first· tfu:-ee months. of .. 
life. During the first 2-t yea.rs of :a's life, there 
was considerable tension in thehome~ ·'rhe parents . 
were not happy With the maternal. ~andmotller';, Mr~ M 
remarked, n~ couldn~tt e:ltero1se too much revolt spirit 
because I was under obligati~n~ There was the pro-
blem of how to cope wlth her-those two women, when 
they got together the· speJ4>ka ~l.y.~ ~~. · Wb.en a new posi-
tion was accepted by Nr'• M the· parents were eager· to 
leave. · · 
FJ?om age 2 to 4, B had coli t:t.s ., :a alarmed par-
ents with his sleeplessness and nocturnal wanderings. 
Temper tantrums occurred frequently~ The tantrums 
were most likely to occur in thE; presence o:f' the 
mother. Details of toilet training w~re vague. 
When B was 5, his abnormal sleeping habits were 
particularly disturbing~ In order to quiet him, it 
wa.s usually necessary tor one o:r his parents·, usually 
the mother, to remain with him much of the night. 
The mother ~omplained that :B did. not allow h~r to 
sing for her own pleasure or with tl'le father~ Neither 
has he allowed any display of affection between the 
parents, even complaining if they.touched hands, For 
a few weeks he shared. a bedroom with the pa~ents ,, 
His tempe):' .tantrums have always been dlrect,ed in 
large part toward the mother and he is most diffi,cult 
to handle when both parents are present, .When he is 
alone with the fa.ther 1 there is no trouble. 
Family history: Mrt M sta~ed that his home life 
wasn't too happy~ His fathel:" had nqueer ideasn ~. 
Mrt M could not elaborate on this except to say 
that he had not been close to his fathe:r and that 
no one in the family ha.d felt as close to the 
father as to the mother.. Mr. M gl'laduated from high 
school and did clerical work; attendingbusiness 
college evenings! He states that his main :1.nterests 
are in active sports because that is his only method 
of relaxation, and be compared himself to B ~hen 
he says tnat he t1never learned the art of +'eiaxa.tion 11 ~ 
¥.:.r. M stated that he sUffered from "neJ;"vous tension"' 
especially in respect to his work which he finds 
demanding and tiring.t 
Mother ... Mrs. M was an only child and her health was 
poor.. She had many f.r'iends and did not miss out on 
the usual childhood a.otivit3 .. es too much. He:J:> mother 
dominated the family through tears ap.d both Mrs~ M 
and her father did anything to keep peace ... Mrs .. M 
. :' wa~s very clo~e to .h~r .mo.tb..er; and now feE'fJ.s tha.t 
she missed having any companionship wi t}l her :fa.:t.her 
because of this~ Her mother wa.s possessiv~, and 
her father easy-going~ Mrs .• M graduated fr-om high 
school and teache.r•s college! · 
Utilization o~ h~stC?!'Y: 
!t was felt that to 'Q.nderstand B, first of all hi$ 
parents had to be understood ~t :Pointed out was the fact that 
the mother was an only child• She was extremely olose to 
and under the domination o:f hel:' mother* but show.s all through 
the interview, in the things she says;: the underlying hosti..,. 
11 ty and .the desire to break away~· Sbe never was able to 
relate closely to the male figure, the :fat.her, and expresses 
it~ She controls all situations by being pas,sive a.nd in the 
sense of imposing her Wi.ll in. a. quiet wa.y U.pon .. other~ ·people. 
The·'fa.ther himself comes f'.rom a broken home., He de.scl:"1bes" 
., 
Mmself a.s being !'1.lll of tension and appat>ent:ly, i.s a.· rs:tner 
unhappy and passive individual~ In the household, the child 
had two female figures, both imposing thai~ demands upon him. 
Since the mother was absent from the home part of the time, 
his early upbringing was inconsistent •. He could not make 
the proper relationship with a mother :figure.- The moV'ing 
around and the later separation from the grandmother increas-
ed B's insecurity. It was suggested that the boy have e. 
:female therapist, to help him work through some of his pro-
blems regarding his relationship with his mother. Case work 
was recommended for the :tnother ~ Throu.gh oase work, the goal 
was to help Mrs. M work through.her :@eeli~s in l"egard to 
her mother• From the history., we see that the. maternal 
grandmother was dominant and oont:1:nued this r.ole. even when 
Mrs!. l-! assumed the role of wife and mother" Although an 
organic factor was present and disouased; it was felt that 
there was ample reason for the under-disturbance to be on 
a functional basis.. The diagnosis was Anxiety .Neurosis. 
Case #8 
!>1 is a 10 year old girl who was admitted to 
Bradley on September 19, l950 1 for th~ following 
complaints: headaches, :fainting spells, hand tremb-
ling, nhead nodding spells 11 , hysterical spells, 
:fear of boys, fear of stai.J:>oases, attempted suicide, 
and difficulties in school., 
Toilet training was begun at 6 months by placing 
M on the toilet seat every half hour until she began 
to make the association and would perform on tne seat., 
When M was 18 months of' age, Mr. L was called :into 
the service. Over a period of 2i years·, M was sep .... 
arated from her father exoe-ot for 3 months and 6 weekr't 
periods,.; The maternal grt:J.ndfather was described as al 
chronic alcoholic who often abused his wife and children 
but was very gen,t;te wit? M, . J)uring the father 1 s 
a.bseriae 1 Mrs. L kept his memory a11've by setting a 
, plaoe at the table for. him .. and tall~5 aPO.l.lt him 
1 w~th pictures of him be~ore M at all times. Mother 
and M had been sleeping together in the same bed, 
and when r.tr. L returned she was placed in. a. s'epara.te 
room• She had nightmares. prior to the fa.ther 1 a. 
return, of skeletons, al1igatol"s 1 and .snakes. After 
being plaoed in her own room. the n1ghtma.res increas-
ed and she would insist that all doors and closets 
be closed securely but the bedroom door had to be 
left open• On one occasion; f..1 was found asl'ee'f,) at 
the :foot of her parents 1 bed,~ At the age of 3, she 
began to have severe headaches~ She woul.d ... tell her 
mother how much she hated her~ 
Shor-tly after Mr • L 1 s r~t urn home,. l-fi's ~ L became 
pregnant. M did not like her brothel', struck him, 
scratched and pinched hlm' Several months a.rter thiet 
Mrs. L was again hospitalized. While Mrs. L was in 
the hospital; Mr.~ L took M with him on weekends~ 
They would sleep together and she was quite affec-
tionate, .t>emarking that she was the wi.fe, replacing 
mummy, 1•1 was openly resentful to her mother when she. 
, returned fx>om the· ho a pi tal , . _ 
.J ·, In her 5th year 1. M sta:ht.~d tq have seizures and 
:.was taken to va,r1ous clinics and physicians, M also 
developed spells of droppin& objects~ 
Family Hi-story: Mr. L1 s rather died when he was :2. 
There were two younger half sisters and one YOvPSer 
half brother with whom he did not get along well ... · 
The mother remarried when father was 3i He went to 
a. school o:f pharmacy and became research pharmacist 
for a, well-known laboratory. Mr, L feels that M gets 
too olose to him sometimes and it embarrasses him and 
he :reels that M is trying to take her mothert ~ place~ · 
Mother: During childhood there were 2 olde,t" sisters 
and clc: younger brother.. She was the baby ~o.r 14 .., 
years" Father drank and the:re was severe confli ot .. · 
Father abused his wi:f'e and. ~Irs~ L,.. Mrs.~. L was bash-
ful, afra.id.of boys, and usoared.to death l woul.d be 
an old maid n ·~. 
Utiliz~.ion of H1 story 
It was telt that the key ~igure was M's mother, It was 
felt safe to assUlile that M was t-ejected by her motb.er almost 
from birth. She foreed an unreasonable a~ount of raspons1-
lt bility on M- started toilet training at 6 months and while 
It Mr. L was drafted-followed him around the country·. The 
I 
father seems to be a wa~ figure who although quiet and res-
erved, suppled the love and security which M should have had 
throughout her early formati'V'e years but of which she was 
deprived. The combination of an anxious, insecure mother, 
and deprivation of the father was responsible for the second 
component of this behavioral pattern. Mrs. L was hostile, 
resentful, fearful and jealous of the attention ,given M by 
her father. Mr. L was perhaps too warm almost seductive to-
wards M and thus, we see the development o:f' a prolonged oedi-
pal situation. Thus, the competition for tbe father's love 
between mother and daughter was a real situation felt by both 
and contributed to by the seductive nature of the father-
daughter relationship. This disturbed oedipal situation has 
persisted up to the present and has been a major factor in the 
development of M's neurosis. The development.of seizures in 
1948 is the. neJC:t comp~~t. to the develo.pment of her behavior 
picture. M must have l"eeeived considerable attention from 
both parentso The seizure occurred when the parents were pre-
sent and able to be most disturbed. Stemming from these sei-
zures, we see the development of c.rying spells, falling down-
stairs, suicidal attempts, all hysterical manifestations and 
attention getting mechanisms in socially acceptable manner. 
Finally, we see sibling rivalry lntensified, All·of 
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these factors ma)ce for the deV'elopment .of an anx1qus ~ :j,nsecur 
child t ~d. th hysterical symptoms and rep;r>essed host111 ty and 
resentment towards her mother. We seeM's early deprivation 
and the rejection by the mother11 M did not t'eceiV'e a.dequat~ 
satisfaction from her mother and did not establish the 
proper relationship With her. M plainly indicated her nega~ 
tive f'ee_lings towards her mother and we see that she .wan.ted 
to replace her mother so far a.s the latter's .relationship 
with the father was concerned..- M received from her father 
the love never given by the mother• In v:tew of J.t' s poor 
relationship with her mother, work with a. female therapist 
was suggested, to enable her to have a s.table and sa.tisfaa-
tory female figure with whom to identify~ 
Case 119 
8 is a 6 Year old girl who. was adin1tted to 
Bradley on May l:t 1951, with the following complaintai 
overaggressiveness ~· hyperactivity 1 an:;x:iety) maatur-
bation, and temper tantrums~ 
S was not wanted byher father~ Pregnancy was 
normal.. She was breast :fed :for 6 weeks; however, 
because of colic and vomiting, a.r-tificial :feeding 
waa instituted ~· During the first year of life~ 
S remained colicky.. She contint;ted to regUrgitate 
:frequently. This was particularly dist~;~.steful to 
the father who was frequently impelled to join in 
vomi tin,g ~ Toilet training was started a.t 5 months~· 
As an infant, S was desc,r>ibed as very nnf;lrvouan and 
disturbed by the least noia.e;. 'Present behavioral 
. diff.iculties were noted. as soon aa the child. was able 
.. to. walk (one year:). ·They .We.t'e :tna.nifest.ed by- marked 
hyperactivity~ short attention span, impulsive de.at.-
.ructiv~ play, aggression and belll,.gera.nee tc.>warde. 
other playmates, and temper tantrums" .:t'eml?er t~t.~ums 
had been noticed the year prior to ad.iniss1on,.w1tll. 
increasing frequency and furor. She hurls herself 
39'; 
to the floor, screams~ and stamps her feet. She has 
slapped and kicked maternal grandmother. 8 has also 
made threatening gestures at her mother. 
Mother believes that the child is over-an.x:ious. 
Her only expressed fears have been darkness and · 
shadows~ 
Masturbation has been noticed since the age o:f' 
2, during periods when S is alone and quiet. 
When mother became pregnant, she prepare..1 S for 
the arrival of the new baby-. S was sent away to 
relatives for 2 weeks 1 following the birth of a 
baby girl. She was returned after 5 days be.cause 
of her hyperactivity and socially unacceptable 
behavior-. S's behavior has become worse since the 
arrival of her sister• She is desirous of every 
, privilege af:forded. the babY~ .. At .. t:tmes she will eat 
only what the baby eats and even on occasions will 
ask for bottle and nipple"'which is given to her. 
In September, 1950,. S was started in kinder-
garten, On the first day of school; S ran throughout 
the building uncontrollably. When told that her 
f'ather would call for her, she said, "he·1an1 t my 
father, my father is out in the trees - he was killed 
in the· war u + She punched and pinched the other 
children. With the other children she talked inces-
santly and from the teacher she sought more than 
her share of' attention. She has been heard to say, 
11 I hate my mother" she hits men~ Because of her 
hyperactivity and asocial, impulsive be~vior, she 
was taken out of school in January, 1951· 
S was sta..t'ted on phenobarbital in OQtober, 1.950, 
.. but wa.s discontinued after one week because. of increas-
,. ed irritabl.li ty. and mood1nes~ •... She was seen at 
,Bradley in November, 1950 at which time she was 
started on dexodr1ne. Although slightly lessened 
hyperactivity was noted, adverse aymptoms·or irrit-
ability; anorexia, and insomnia nec~~si t~t.ed stopping 
d1cation~ . · 
, Father never accepted S and vice•vers·a.. He 
, never played with her or picked her up during infancy 
and since then he has showed her no a:f':f'ect~on. His 
attitude towards 8 appear.s to be one of toleration; 
but underlying rejection. She minds father through 
:fear of him, but has never shown him the_ s~me degree 
of affection shown mother. . 
Family: F~ther was. the youngest of 4 .children. 
Paternal s::randfather was very strict abo.ut smoking 
and drinking but was himself sexually promiscuous. 
He was in court twice on rape charges and was also 
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found guilty of having incestuous relations with his 
youngest daughter., Paternal g.r>andmother was a 
pleasant, submissive woman who has since died. Father 
left home at age 16 and obtained work as a bellhop~ 
He later obtained a position as a chef,. He married, 
mother ~n 1943~ He joined the Coast Guard in 1942 
and returned home 2 days prior to the birth of S • He 
was recently :r;+eleased from hifi! duties as head chef 
because of alcoholism., Father has been alcoholic as 
long as mother has been acq~inted with him~ 
Drinking usually ocouz:>s following hard work and in 
face, of frustration and emotional upset. When in-
toxicated, he is never abusive to his wife, or child-
ren .. Mother said "he can't stand to face ,li:feu. 
Mother was the s~co:nd of 2 children~ At birth. 
, .she suffered an inj-ury to her left arm causing her , 
ioftsiderable limi ta~ion of motion a.nd. a :f'eel,ing of 
self pity. She describes,her childhood a.~;~ \lnha:gpy .. 
When mother was 7 years of age, pare~ts were divorced 
because of maternal grandfather's alcoholism, gambling. 
, and brutality. Mother wa.a then placed 1n a boarding ' 
, school because of the ma:ternal gran<lmo:bb.er 1 e inability 
to suppol:'t he.t'.. She rejoined: maternal gra'.tldmother 
6 years later When the latter remarried. Step-.grand-
father turned out to be alcoholic, suspicious, a.nd of 
vile tongue and tempera.ment, On one occasion he 
attempted to seduce mother~ Mother,was 26 yea~s old 
before she wa.s allowed her fir>st date~ At the age 
of 26 she left home and went to another state. ~here 
she met her husband. She feels sorry for. herself 
because of her physical incapacity and he:r marital 
difficulties and at times i.e lonely, dep:reased and 
seclusive. 
Utilization.of.History 
The symptoms discovered in the history, plus the per-
sonality of the parents and the handling of the child were 
the major factors involved. ~he personalities of the parents 
were considered.. Mr. M came from a family where the father 
was sexually promiscuous. The mother was a passive person~ 
Mr. M became an alcoholic and 11 oan 1 t stand to face life Jl. 
Like moat alcoholics 1 he is immature; wants to be the baby 
-~=4==============================4F==== 
in the home a31d objected to the competition from S-. He 
rejected her openly~. .Mrs~ M had a birth inJurY which 
inhibit~ the use of he.r left arm and. makes h.er pity herself'-. 
She., too, had an alcoholic father and_ a a~s"-V:~ :mot}ler-. 
' ' 
• Heia atep7I'ather was also .al.~e., .a1J.t,l;sive and .~\tempted 
,\ .. 
to sed"UCe her~~ Characterletf.a .of. the wife on an alcoholic 
was her passive., masochistic behavior.. The. J>ar~nts tri~d to 
' . . . . 
work out their own problems through S·~ As viewed in the 
'histot-y~ s·' s development was characterized. by dlffioulty-. 
' Her behavior became worse w1 th the advent of _th-e baby s1·ster 
and 8 reg,resses to the. stage of the. baby byt;ry;!;ng:to eat 
baby t'ood'o The fact that the father showed mo;t>e affection 
to the new child must have been a further strai;h on s~ 
It was felt that S needs a therapeutic situa;tion in 
which she can find .a person to whom she cari _ re1a:te .easily 
and will be responsive to her.it Since so muqh depends on 
the parents, pr.ognosis was guarded,. Considep:ing S la early 
deprivation and the evident rejection, the 'therapeut.ic 
situation is one which could enable her to work through 
e.arly pe.riode of frustration and unsatisfied .needs-. A 
female therapist was ·sugge~ted as. the history pointed out 
S 1 s nee4 to hav~ a 'female· figure w1 th whom tq id~nt:t:fy and 
one who could be warm and (l'!Qnsiaj:;e,nt in handling he,r,. 
. . 
, Case work with the mother was -reoommende<:l:~ ,· ~ The hi st:ory 
indicated her unhappy childhood and the present, <i1:fficulty 
' r 
'• 
with her husband, who is an alcoholi~h MJ;>s .• M has, to wo~k 
through her own feelings *'egarding her husbal;ld and S~ It is 
~irident ~hat fo.r s to .rei!urn to th~ sam~ family at:t.uatiol:l 
woUld be detrimental. The diagnosis was Anxiety Neurosis. 
Ca-se #lO 
.L is an 1.1 year o].d boy who was admitted to 
Bx-adley on August 1 1 1950 1 with the following com-
plaints; He 1ilas alw$.ya b~u~n re.r;~:tl~sa ~ . Sinqe the . , 
onset of walking, he would ha.ve the.u.rge to wander: , 
away. In 1943, Mr~ G was called into the .Navy where 
he spent 2 years. ·As L got old.er, he would wa.nder 
over to bus and train stations. trying to hitch rides. 
Many o:f' his trips we~e tQ a ma:te:r.nel aunt~. J3y .the · 
time he was 6~ L would sta.y away for days and.would 
be found sleeping in ca.rs and yards ... 
In 1947, one month after the del1;very: of L' a 
younger brother.; Mrs~ G. had a ps;rohotio. episode which 
resulted in hospitalization for shook the.ra.py. 
Shortly before or during this episode, L was noted 
to have indulged in petty thievery. The father st(ates 
that he had always been generous with him and was at 
a loss to understand why L needed the extra money9 
The father notes that there was a period before the 
onset of the acute episode of psychosis whe.re I.Ws • G 
was irresponsible and when g1Vin,g the. children play: 
money or mov1,e money would often give. them :five 
dollars~ In an attempt to oo:r:.rect L, he was punished 
by sending him to bed early, depriving him of :nis 
allowance and by a severe whipping w:Q.ieh frightened 
. L horribly ~nd would make him cringe and sGream from 
that time on whenever his father would remove his 
strap or· lift his hand up to him in a threatening 
manner. In December, 1949, L was enticed into pulling 
a fire alarmbox. Immediately following this, he 
broke into a friend 1 a bouse and took several .revolvers, 
part of the friend 1 e father's oollection, .a.long wt th 
ammunition. He was found on a street corner dis-, 
charging 'he revolvers. L wa.s bro'IJ,ght l;>e:f:or~. the.' juvenile court in September, 1949 and it was eug..: 
gested that he be .referred to a social service agen-
cy.. In March, 1950, L had broken into., the home of 
a Dr. a.nd had taken 44 dollars. .L eloped t.hat day. r 
He was bronsb.t before the juvenile court. · 
Family: father was the y:oungest of 3 children, .His 
father died when he was 1 year of' age. The home was 
43.·. 
said to be comfortable~ Mr. Q always had what he 
wanted. 
Mother comes from a wealthy family. She was always. 
high- st.rung and temperamental.. One month after the 
delivery of her 4th child in 1947, she bad her :first 
break with reality. She imagined that .the neighbors. 
W'ere plotting a.Sainst her and completely ignored 
home car-e for her children. She was seen by a psy-
chiatrist .. who told Mr. G · she had Paranoid Schizophre-
nia. In July, 1947, Mrs. G was hospitalized for 
6 months at a general hospital• She then entered a 
pr1 va te mental hospital in Decem bet"*· 1948 Where she 
remained until June, 1949 and_reeeiyed elect:r-1.~ 
shook therapy.. In .the fall of' 1949, she was oom:m1:t-
ted to the State ho·spi tal where she received more 
, sb.,ook treatment._ She was ;reieas.ed temporarily in 
··,March, 1950. At home, she completely negleotea the 
childr~n and sat e.:round smok:tng_and listening to 
voices, She 'Was. not aware of L's d.1ff1ouTties. She 
was again committed to the State hospital 1n April 1 1950 and is there at present.. · 
Utilization of Htstory 
,. 
The first clue to L• s problem was seen in his rest:I.ess-
ness - wandering away from home ,... in api te of' the fao.t that 
it was a home which was not lacl-ring from a physical and mat-
e~ial point of view. The b~y wa.a unwanted and rejected by 
the mother- It was felt that the mother presented a totally 
insecure figure to this child. L 1 s wandering to his aunt 1 .s 
home seemed to indicate his desire to fulfill emotional 
needs tor af.fection which he . could ~ot !1nd in bi.s.. own home •. 
At the age of 3. it was thought that. L was beginning 
to show his first appreciation and. perhaps identification to 
hie father, when this was inte.rrl,l.pted _by the tathe~ 1 s going 
into the service~ To ~ male child, this would;, intensify his 
feelings of rejection~ The com'Pination of l..'s being unwanted 
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and subsequently rejeated by his.mother plus the loss of hie 
fathert a male fig~e with whom to identify, were enough to 
make hitm an a.mcious .. inseou.r.-e individual Who found nothing 
<' 
in his home ~nd was foro~d to eeek love, a:f'feotion and.' se.o-
urity elsewhere~ 
There was the development of L' s inore.a.sing d.elinquent 
behavior and eteallng when Mrs. G displayed ev1denoe of a.n 
acute psychosis. This stealing was thought to be a substi-
tute for the love which the child felt he had ~ot·reaetved:. 
It was felt that L•s disorder arose from his environ-
mentt The recommendation was that L have therapy with a 
male therapist who could allay his guilt feelings and clarify 
L's interpersonal relationships and develop feelings of 
seeuri ty .and belonging.. The group relationship (at Sradley) 
should help to further strengthen L's position in eooiety and 
give him more of a sense o:r right and :wrong in the community. 
The history pointed out that the mother iEJ in a. state hos-
pital and the father has not shown ability to give L the 
a.f'feotion he needs • These factors have to b.e considered · 
when formulating d1~ha;r>ge plans for the boy .• 
The d1agno si.s was P.t':tmary Behavior D1 sqrder with Conduo.t 
Disturbance and the beginning of an Anxiety neurotic oompo-
nent~ 
-~~~================================~==== 
CHAPTER :V.~, . 
RESULTS OBTAJ;:NED FR{)M :I:NTERVIEWING REPRESENTATIVE 
STAFF MEMBERS AS TO THEIR VIEWS AND USES OF THE 
HISTORY 
The.writer interviewed rep-resentative staff members) 
the medical director, ohi.ef psychiatric social worker, 
director o:f psychology department; psychology intern, direc-
tor or- childrenst care department, and a psychiatric nurse~ 
The pu,rpose of this was to determine in what way these 
individuals utilized the history~ Th~y were asked the :foll-
owing questions~ How do you, in your particular capaeity, 
use the soc1.al history at the Bradley Home? How is the soc-
ial history used in the evaluative study of tha ~hild at 
the Bradley Home? Emphasis was placed upon the way in which 
the different staff members viewed the soc1al history as it 
pertained to thei:ro particular functions. 
The medical director, who is a psyehiatx-ist and pedia-
trician, regards the social history as a tool of extreme 
importance in imparting an under,standing of the genetic back-
ground of the symptomatology as it has developed. From the 
social history, you secure a picture of the t.ot.al interplay 
of' f'oroes which are currently in operation, .the social and 
familial forces which determine a particular symptom picture. 
The information as secured :from the so¢ial history should 
help clinicians and others involved in treatment of the child 
to understand the meaning of the child's symptoms. It is 1~=9================================~==== 
virtually impossible to know the origin of. the symptoms with-
out an adequate history of the family ba,ckground. Tbe social 
history aids in dec1-ding the form and mode :o;f t~e~:tment of 
the child. An example of the usefulness of the history in. 
regard to diagnosis and treatment is what may O:~cur when a 
child 1~ referred because .. o.f epi.lepay~ .... It .. ~J:!Unetimes· happens 
that a. seizure is. not notice.d here dW>ing the observation 
period and in this instance, the stat:f relies oj-1 the de.s-
cription as given in the so.cial history. Each ahild must 
have an electroencephalogram to determine the .. p:t:>:esenoe or . 
absence of an, or•ganic involvement~· . The desc~ip1;4on of the 
child.' e illness, as shown in the. s.ocial history~ aids in 
.. ;~ . 
differentiating between·an organic or an emotional d.ist1.lr-
banoe, taking into consideration all of the symptoms and 
subsequent handling by the family. Since an active research 
program is being conducted at Bt>adley, relating to organic 
and functional diseases. the staff is acutely aware of dif-
ferentiating between organic and functional.disorders, 
The chief psyohiat~ic social worker, who sup~rvises the 
history taking • in regard to the a;tms a:Ild teohniques invol- · 
ved, considers the following points in. his .estimation of the 
social history: In considering what made the.child as he is 
when admitted to the Bradley Home, we have to ask what was 
in the :f"a.mily constellation that contributed this o We con-
cern ourselves with the various people in the f'amily and the 
I inter 
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The history should also indicate what cultural forces exist 
that detrimentally affect the ohildj The history should 
point this out and should als9 indicate what parent .needs 
treatment and what kind of treatment, oaae work, psycho-
therapy 1 or manipulative~ Clues should be indicated in the 
history as to the treatabi11 t;r of the parent to any of these 
treatment methods. 
The history should point'out the available resources to 
use in helping the child and the family, during treatment 
here and subsequent to it0c 
\ihere treatment is concerned, the history helps to det-
ermine the focus and objectiv$s in working with both parent 
and child. In both, cases; s~ould the caseworker be made or 
female? Should we aim for supportive or insight therapy? . 
The social history, with its desc.riptive information, as to 
the family constellation, is a deciding factor·.. Other qt;es-
tions which are answered by the history are: How sick is the 
child? Can he bene:fi t from t:t:te g.roup s1 tuation' alone or 
does he need therapy also? I.f therapy is indicated, how 
strong an ego structure does .the ebild have? How intense 
I 
should the therapy be? In. what a.ree.s is th.e c~ld 1 s principa 
disturbance? 
For diagnostic purposes, the history should give the 
dynamics in the case. The area of disturbance as Well &a its 
intensity should be indicated as well a.s whether .the con:f'lict 
48~· 
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is· :tnterna.lized ¢1:'. t;tOtE;;d o:ut,. •· .. ·~ Tb.e oh,l4.' s s.trengths and 
weaknesses should a.lso.be ind1c~;~oted~ 
The director of the psychology department points out in 
what ways he uses the historY~· As he views 1 t 1 the histoty 
allows you to deal with the symptoms. The inrovmat1on helps 
in·determining the events surl:'ounding the child at the onset 
i of, the symptoms aiJ.d is a .helpf~l .dev.1'4e in. fol:'mulat:tng th~ 
J 
diagnof;lis. It .also giv.es a :f'e~ling of parent,al attitude~ ·, 
and their. suspepti:b1.l1tY· to oha.nge.L .. Th~ :t:o:fotmatio:o, .. also + 
' l . 
indicates what e:f'f'orts to,be used, to bring about improve-
ment in the child's adjustment! 
I 
The history plays a direct role in terms of treatment 
goals. vli th the information as a gUide, the type of. therapy 
may be determined, especially considering the'knowledge of 
the source of the child's difficulty. The history 1a con:-
sulted for the overall planning and ult:1.mate decision as to 
what to do when the child leaves Bradley. 
In regard to psychological reports, the history acts as 
a criterion of whether or not conjectures are true, those 
related to the various testa.: It helps to clarify some of 
t:ne. pay chologi.cal reports and to . (}la,.ri,fy . aJnrnELo.:f. the ambi-
guous data :f'rom the projective tests~ As.an e~ample, one· 
child introduces a grandmother figure in .a.Proj~ctive teat~ 
The history indicateO. that no. grandmother fig-ure. existed. 
With this knowledge, the psychologist may reori.ent his 
-~~==============~==============~===== 
- thinking as to wherein lie tbe ch1;Ld' s fee'}.ings. In another 
instance, a child perceives the ma.s9ulin~ f'igure as aggres-
s1 ve, whereas, in actuality, the father was a pas s1 ve incli v-
idual .. With the knowledge of.the reality situation, the 
psychologist clearly sees that the child is projecting hie 
own feelings onto others in the environment., 
I 
I 
In terms of choice of a therapietf the history points 
' . 
out the figures to which the ~hi.ld related in the past, It 
gives a hint as to with what 1sex the c.hild is more oomfo.r>t-
a.ble. 
Oonsidering.the impo.rtanc~ of the history, there is not 
enough information as there might be to give a dynamic pie.,. 
ture of the f'a.mily. There is, 1nsut:f'iciemt infOrmation on 
' 
attitudes of the parent and child~ There should be more 
extensive coverage of the uem'otional. climateu in the home 
and on the mother t s background"' There should be more of a 
personality picture of both parents~ 
Approval is given to th~ supervision by the psychiatric 
social worker in the taking o'f the histories. This is 
important inasmuch as it gi VE<l.B a str,ucture :to the prc:><:!edure, 
The i&irector or the. @bild);>e:n' B ear.e .. stat'.t ,. who bas 
• I ' • ~ • 
daily contact with the children offers the .folla.wing po~nt,s 
in .regard to the h:tstory:. I:t, is o:t' .trem~na.ous importance t<> · 
know the kinds of' background~ of the children a:p.<.i, . to know:. the 
presenting problems.~. Sinoe the children 1 a o.are staff' is. so 
. i 
closely involved with the ch:tld;t"en1 and .h.ave the opportunity 
of viewing the parent,.s on visiting days, it is of vital 
importance to -understand the :family constellation. 
In knowing what illnesses the child had in the past, 
the eta:f'f is in a position to know what to a.nticipate. In 
working with the child, it is,also impo.r-tant to be aware of 
school problems prior to admission. 
In this intense contact with the children, it is diffi-
cult to do so without having objective information.. With 
this. -information, the staff i~ less a.pt to say somethins to 
a child which migh,t be upsetting, For an over-all under-
standing of the child, the biatory is considered important~ 
With a knowledge of the parental backgrounds:~ it.is intet>-
esting to the staff to observe them when they visit. With 
these continual contacts w1 th,.the parents and the daily con-
tacts with the children, the staf'f correlates their observa-
tions of the child and What symptoms are seen here -with what 
the parents ha.ve listed as chi.ef oomplaintajt 
The Childrents Care staff is better equipped to handle 
the child with more understanding, knowing what made the 
child as he is~ The h:tstory helps in evaluating what ha.a 
been done fox:- the child at Bradley, judging f . rom .his t-ea.Qt 
a.t home~ The history is ua~d.by this staff for. sta:t:r eduoa.-
tlon'a.nd for reorientation of new members~ 
The psychology intern uses the history to broaden his 
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picture of the etiolos:y ana trhe ttdynam:tcs that have gon& 
into making the child what he is rt ~ This knowledge is incorp-
orated w:t th the results of psychological teats~ With th.e 
history, the psychologist t.r-1es to derive meaning for his 
reports. In-writing up psychological testst what is obtain-
ed is a dynamic picture, whieh i$ us~lly a "dynamic picture 
at a particular time - a cross-sectional picture". To give 
this mearU.ng t refe.r-.e:noe .is .made .to the hi~tory ,., to the S3ll'll.P-
_j . 
tomotology, compl~ints;. ~he ... ~bio.lpg:i,oa1 factors i:rl terms of 
• > • • • ' ' 
fa.m:ily relations and the whol,e emotional oonste,J:.;:Lation of' 
the ;f:'a.mlly. The psychalogi,ca.l. test in itself i~.· nmeaning-
less unless put into a .co~xt,, a tneqretioa.l :fx."t;UneWo±-k .a.no.·· 
into an historical fx;amewor:k "· ~ Tll.e history. is ~considered to 
givEr this framework~ As an example: t'lhen t;l .t:a,~_t. s~~rn:t;ngly 
dif'f'e»B with soliJ.e of the e.o:rnpla.l,ntt?, a.a when .a )-:J:l4.ld is ea.1Q. 
to have acted out but the tests do not re1rea]. this~ ln ordel:' 
to give ttle test meaning,. reference has to bem~de to .the 
,, ·. 
history to, give them ;meaning~ R.efe.renoe is m,~d;~. to :<the his-
tory to determine when the symptoms arose; the'parenta.l 
. ,· 
attitudes, and to investigate specific :t,nstan,ceJ!·~ 
The psychiatric nurse ur~es the history in an attempt to 
understand the .child t s behavior, to study tbe·: pi,'$sep.t1ng 
oompla.irita and the present i~lness .~ ·The. his.topy gi-res a 
description of the etiologic~l factors and the .types o:f' par-
'·. :·. 
ents! Th,e family is viewed. as .a untt with a cf!ild in ito 
-~=4========~====~==~====~=======4===== 
The etiological facto.t>e of th~.1.11neas and this family unit 
' . 
cannot be divorced. Fol" consideration of what plans are to 
I • • " c< , • ~' 
be. made prior to the chil.ct' Et .(i1scha..~ge fX'.ol11 :a~~<fL~y, .. the 
f'amily is considered~ After getting to .know. the various 
I 
parents,· the history is .reread and impressions .are oon:firmed 
as·to the parent and to his attitude toward the child. : ... ' . . . 
The history is important' also.in its description of the 
developmental stages of the child, from inf'anoy to the pre-
sent. 
It 1~ important to .know also the Pa..t"ental a.tti tudes as 
the child progressed th.t'ough ;tnese stages, even to go back 
to the period of' conception" • The personality of., the parent 
·• 
is an impo,rtant segment of the h1story. The history shows 
wherein most of the child's tpauml!l. have been, what inner 
resources the child had time to form. ',T.'hese :rae tors wi'll 
influence the type of' treatmeht to be given the. child a;t 
Br.adley .. 
The history is used as p~rt of research material, by 
student nurses from Yale,. res;tdent physicians, psychologists 
and social workers. It is a tremendous teaching dev.ice+ At 
the Bradley Home, it is the expectation that:. each staff 
member will read the historie~ and understand th,em ~, 
The sta.f'f members who were :tnteniew~(!..seern,1:.o use the 
social history for diagnostic' and treatment purposes., Each 
uses :the history in tet'nis o:f his. own function a,..nd, P,erein. 
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lies the difference in emphasis. The m.edl.ca.l director, 
social worker, psychologist, psychology ;intern.and psychia 
n~se indicate their use of the history for determining 
causation, diagnosis and form of treatment. There is mol"e 
emphasis on the part of the social worker in understanding 
of cultural forces, although this too is recognized by.the 
other staff membe.rfh The psychologist differs, primarily 
because of his funct:ton, in one aspect• He considers the 
importance of the history as 1 t relates to the psycholog:te·al 
teat. The d.irector of the Ch;ildren • s Care Department points 
out the practical aspects; the va:tue of knowing how to treat 
the child .:tn his every day living at Bradley. The other 
staff members consider the history as important in this 
respect also, in helping to p1aoe the child in the group 
situation at Bradley. The director of the Childrents Care 
. . ' 
Department and the psychiatric nurse indicate the value of 
. the hist·ory as a r~sear.ch tool and as a .. teachlng. de,v1ce for 
.. 
the stGJ.ff. These uses ot the, hist.ory were not brought out 
by the other staff members, 
Except for the above-mentioned facts~ the staff members 
concur in their views of the uses or tne }listory, for diag-
nosis, causation and. form o:f' treatment. The slight differ-
ences in emphasis are due, 1n most part, to the different 
:f'unotions of each. 
OH4-:\?~E¥t .Yll .. 
SUMMARY. A~P. JJONO.t:O~!ONa 
. . ·; ' ' . 
This survey of the use of the social. histbry at the 
Emma Pendleton Bradley H~~e has attempted to ;lnd1oate how 
.the history is utilized in the over-all planninqtfo!"the· 
. child ~dmitted to this partidular Setting~ · ..• The; cases pre-
sented in this study~ in cha~te.r fiv.e. illu.st:I'El.~e how orga.nie 
and environmental fGl-ctoJ:'s lJ!,ay. i):rt'luen(!e .. t~e. oiJ,ild, as well 
as the f~_ily un;it and the various int.erpersonaJ ... .relation-
;.~ •: 
,.r. 
ships. 
In the study of the oh114, when first a.dmi;tte<i to .the 
B.t'adley Home, the concentr~t:fon upon the etiology ~n.d the 
surrounding familial a ttl. tud.es are demonstrated.~ Simultan-
eously, with the gathering o~ informat;ion perta,~ning_ to the 
child 1 s development, there :ta t:b.e a.ttitqde of the pa.re:i::r:t 
at that particular time to be considered. ';I.'o u.n,der~ata.nd 
the parent as well as the eh~ld is the aim of tnose who are 
treating the child. In orde.Ji to effect this, it is neces-
sary, from the onset, to have a complete social hi story. · In 
other worQ.s, to initiate intelligent and thov.g)::lttill treat:-
ment plans, there must be a starting point, a f)."e.me .of' 
reference~ 
The case studies illus·t.t;>ate how, for diagnostic and 
therapeiltic purposes, the soqial h;isto!'Y tsa.n integral part 
of the program a.t the Bradley Home. ~s e,:p. exa.mple, c;ase 
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II study #5 may be used~ All of. the faotQ.t"S, pointed .. ".:to the 
underlying problem o:f a~1ety .. and inaecrurltY ~- The facts 
from the history, pointing o~t the .13n'V'1ro:nmenta.l 1n-fluenc~s 
on the child ana the narenta1 attitudes towards the. ch11d 
.v . . . :· . •' ' 
helped_ in formulating the dy~amio diagnosis. For future 
treatment, the history indica~ed the kind of treatment as 
well as the kind of therapist the chil.d needed. 
The social history gives a dyna.mic picture_of the child 
from birth to time of. admissi;on to Bradley. As . indi oate.d in 
the case studies, it reveals the child as he reacted in his 
particular environment. By the same token, the studies ehow 
· the parents 1 handling of the 'child ana. the aftermaths of 
this handling. The strengths and Weaknesses of' the ehild 
are indicated anO. for treatment these elements li!ore necessary 
for the decision as to ultimate plans for the child! The 
studies also in1ioate what cultural 'forces were acting upon 
the child and hie mode of' reaction to them. How the child 
fit~ into the intex-rrelationships in t:Pe family., in seho~l; 
and in other social contacts ... helps in deciding how the 
child may also fit into the partic-ular group situation at 
Bx-adley. All of these facts gle~ned from tpe history are 
included in the planning for the child; they are important 
entities and are part of the dynamic picture of the child~ 
The history indicates the durati,on and theaeve.rity of 
the child's illness. It designates :how the .c.hild 'be.ndl.ed the 
.. 
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problems. whether he 1nternal~zed them or st~uck out at the 
environment. It indicates what person or persons in the 
family played important roles. in the child's life,. With 
this knowledge, the decision ~s to the type or therapist 
the child needs is facilitated. 
The history describes the parentala.ttitudes toward 
the child 1 s problems ana the presence or absence of insight. 
In the case studies presented, the family backgrounds werti 
e.lso described and related to, the -Ghildts conflict~ There 
were adequate enough details in the cases which were not 
presented, but not in sufficient evidence to give a dynamic 
picture of the child~ 
J .. ·
The wri.:ter, through· .1nterv.1ewing .r.~rpr~s~ntl-tt~iil:t&:f:f 
member~, discovered the :following points: There waE! egl:"ae·-
ment as to the extreme. value Df the BOQial histo.ry ~· · Eaeh 
felt that, through the history, a dynamic picture of the 
child was obtained. It is interesting to note the emphasis 
on the genetic approach, the life-long histor.y'or the child. 
The psychologist uses the history to cl~rify results from the 
~arioua intelligence and projecti~e teats• Thro~h the 
history, the psychologist is better equipped to disti,nguish 
between the reall ty a.nd the fantasy elements :in the ohild t s 
life... As stated by the psychology intern. the psychologica.l 
test is a test of a partioula.r situation, of present fun¢--
tioning, whereas the history is the dynamic, 11felOI18 
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development o'f the child. P~ychiatrist and social worker 
stress the dynamic aspects secured from the history. They 
indicate how the history points out the interplay o'f persona.] 
and cultural 'forces in the child 1 s life, F.!'om .:the medical 
r point of view, the histo,ty_ 1~ v.alua.'Pl.e for helpil).g in a 
diagno,~is, where there is a questionable organic involvement. 
A member o'f the nursing staff includes the dynamic 
forces in the child 1 a life as, important data secured trom 
the history. She points out, al~o, the use of the history 
as a training device and res~arch tool 'for students in 
training at Bradley. 
The director of the Child Care Department points out 
the practical aspects. To understand the ch1ld; it is essen-
tial to know the background; the etiological 'factors and 
the attitudes of the pa.!'ente •: The social history is read 
and used in training by each member of this staff. The 
history serves as an invaluable aid to this staff especially 
with their close contact. with the children .. 
The writer, through this study of the social history 
and its use by particular members of the staff, learned that 
it is an essential and integral part of' the treatment of' 
the child at the Bradley Home. The studies indicate that 
the social history is valuable for diagnostic and therapeutic 
purposes, 
It was not shown how the feelings of' the parents were 
handled during the taking of the history, as the interplay 
between historian and informant is not reeorded• The studieE 
did not indicate the amount o:f' responsibility the parent 
was willing or able to assume~ The writer believes that 
more exploration of this in yhe ini·tial hist~ry interview 
might prove of value, not only in treatment of the ohild 
but also as an area for further study. 
-The role of the history in the Bradley Home is its use 
"" 
for diagnostic and therapeuti,c purposes. The histories 
·.: co:ver, in o.onsid.erable detaJ.lJ .th.e .causative :factors. of the 1 
' . 
child's illness and·point ou~ the cultural and interpe;r-sonal 
forces that were affecting the child. 
The staff members who were interviewed regarded the 
history as an important tool in understanding the child's 
symptoms, in its help in formulating diagnosis and in treat-
ment plane. They also regarded it as important when plans 
were to be discussed in relation to the child t s d.ischarge 
from Bradley. The history was valued also ·ror its depiction 
of the parental attitudes towards the child and for a des-
cription of the parental personalities. The history was 
regarded favorably also for the 1nfol:'mat1on regarding inter-
personal relationships in th~ family. 
The studies indicate that more attention should be 
directed to the gathering of material on family backgound. 
A more dynamic picture of the parental background would be 
60. 
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of great value especially when the parent is also considered 
·• r : 
for treatment. 
In conclusion, the writer feels that the social history; 
as indicated by the (}ase studies,presented, plays an import-
ant part in the treatment of the onild at the Emma Pendleton 
Bradley Home. It is the frame of reference, the initial 
step in understanding of the child who is admitted to the 
Emma Pendleton Bradley Home. 
A.pp~e~s . t~f(~~ 
Richard K. Conant 
Dean 
II ==~==================================~===== 
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A. Sohedule 
. . 
Date of' Birth 
Date of Admission 
Chief Complaints 
. ' 
Developmental History. 
a. birth history!~ 
b. feeding history, 
a, to1,l.et tra.:tnipg-~etho(l and p~t"enta~L attitudes~ . 
d, developmental history of walking 1 talking; teething, ·• 
e. soGial adaptation 
f'* school history 
Fresent lllnese · 
history of symptomotology 
treatment giveiJ, prior to admission to Bradl~y 
F$mily Background 
Father - economic and health conditiotts in .childhood 
degree of.a.djustment 1nfam1:ty 
intelligence 
Mother -
Siblings 
work ~eoord 
social adjustment. 
attitude toward the patient 
same as fox- the :tat)ler 
developmental.hietory.a~ compared with that of 
patient 
·adjustment in th€3 ftil.lllily 
attitude toward the patient 
Maternal and Paternal Grandpat-ents 
a.ttitud€3 toward the patient 
role played in the patient's l:tf'e 
II B, The.Social.H1sto.ry 
Name (followed by common nickname in PB.l'enthesis) 
Addr-ess. 
Date of Bi~th . Religion 
Referred By (full name and street address of referring· 
· physicia.n) 
Race and Nationality 
Guardian {state relationship to patient) 
Admitted 
1. Informant 
· For each 1nfo.rm.a.nt giv:e full name_, age. and .rela.tion-
.ehip to the patient.. '!'hen de sari be the informant, 
covering each of the following points. 
1. personal appearance · 
21! physique 
3· intelligence and apparent education 
4 ~ ability to express sel:t in English . 
s~ emotional status during interview including 
attitude toward 
a~ giving the h1sto~y 
b • examineJ;' . 
~~ toward the child himself 
d, toward his problem 
2. .Chief Complaint 
These ehou,ld appe~r l,n the order of .their importance 
to the informant, and ehould inol\tde a statement as 
to the length of time each complaint has been· present. 
3 • Present Illnes.s 
Using the chief complaints as starting points, des-
cribe the onset, development, and prese.nt status of 
whatever phye;i.cal or mental problems exist .. 
Dates of onset, apparent precipitating factors, and 
description of reaction at various. stages· should 
appear clearly . , , 
For all physical complaints describe symptoms at each 
stage and record any tendencies toward improvement 
or increase in sevel:"i ty.~ If a. paroxysmal disorder~ 
give dates., severity of attacks, and descriptions of 
any changes in these~ 
If a behavior disorder, include also a list of special 
symptoms, such as delinquencies and .othel:' asocial acts. 
For every complaint and symptom make a definite note 
of any medical, psychiatric; school; or disciplinary 
treatment us.ed and the effect of t,h,is treatment, 
4. Personality of Patient 
Intellip:enaet J.>sycl'.lOmetric test .t-esults in chronolo-
gical order given; da.te, name of test, place of test-
ing, and .result of test. Also general estimate of 
tnformant'e; opinion. of' the patient's intelligence as 
compared to others of his age, with reasons for this* 
Social Behavior . . 
If covered in pres.err~ illness; say so. If not, give 
general statement co~ering social adjustment at holi!.e, 
away from home, at school,. and elsewhere, ·comparing 
adaptability in theae settings., 
Personal Hygiene;. 
Brief.general statement coveJ?ing neatness and clean-
liness of self,-. 
Toilet Ha,bits . • 
Brief.genex-altsta.tement a.s to patient's. r.e.spo)lsibility 
t'o.r tending to urination and de:t'eaation, approximate 
agee at which traini::p.g wa.s ·complete:, and present fre-
quency .or absence of day. or night eneuresie or enco- · 
presie.. Method of early tra1ning, patient's reaction 
to it and a.ge.i! 
meG .. . 
Brief .statement as to hours pf retiring and ax-ising; 
regularity of' these, sleeping accommodat:tons in the 
home) and character of' sleep,.. . 
Eating Habits _ .· 
Regilla!'ity arid quality of meals at present; patient's 
appetite, his table ma.nnerst and :manner of PB.t."ents in 
dealing with thea~~ · 
Sex 
Family's attitude toward sex in the home, patient t s 
sex l.n.formation and aol,U'ce.Qf it, presence or absence 
of' known .. !!ex .plaY; m~t.tw~~tio.l;l and disturbing sex 
experience.~ · 
Personal Interests . 
r.ilentlon briefly any hobbies, sports pr·o.:ficienaiest.' and 
elub or 8l'oup actiy1t1e$ (acout:tns:~ camping, eto.~J: 
enjoyed by the patient. emphasizing his suc;mesf7! o,r. · 
lack of ·success 1.n $tl.Y of them• 
5 ! Famil:y: Hi.st,ory: . . 1 . . . . . Father: Give full n~e, date and place of birth, and 
general condition of' his health and econom1o surl'ound-
ing in childhood., before marriage; and at present~ 
Describe his education, work record, present work, 
and income... List his favorable cha.raoteristias and. 
unfavorable cha..racte.ristics, and his manner of dealing 
with and influence on the patient~ Include other 
details suppled by informant which seem important~ 
Mother: Gi.ve same infox·ma.t:ton regarding the mother• 
Patient' a sib.l;tnga; TabUlate in chronological order 
for each sibling the full name; nicknames date of 
~irth, general developmental, health, and. school, 
a. 
9l 
10. 
and etate~~nt as to how he compares with and gets 
along with the patient~ 
Family J.!Iedical. Summa.r:v:~ Gene:r>etl statement as to 
specific instances of presence or·complete absence 
in grandpa..ventst a.unta a.nd uncles, parents, and 
siblings of nervous or mental disorder. abnormal 
personality, mental defect or delinquency, tuber-
culosis~ cancer,. cardiovascular disease., diabetes; 
bleeding tendence, allergic disorder. or problems 
·similar to those. of patient~ 
Home Background .· ..... . 
Date arid place of p91-.t-ents' marriage, reasons ·for 
any forcing o~ mal'!:r-ia.ge,, .and. ce>nrpa.t~bility ot pe,tien . 
family with ma.ter.na.l and. paternal ~elative.s and 
neighbors~ General statement summarizing present 
economic s1 tuation .and harmony within the home with 
that present in the past~ Amount and sources of 
present income.~ general physical deso1;'1ption of the· 
home and neighborhood+: 
Operations . 
Specify date, hospital; surgeon; type of' operation, 
compl.1.cations-, convalescence~ Ask specifically 
regarding tonsillectomy, adenoidectomy, oicumoision, 
surgical repair of 1-10unds~ pneumoencephalogram .. 
lnJur.ies 
Specify br>oken bones; 1njurlea to head, brain or 
spine, results of falls~ :Precise data on any inJurie 
aooompa.nied by unqonsc:Lousness, listing physicians, 
treatment, convalescence~ effect on subsequent be:-
ha.ViDD "' · > 
Dental Hi stol:"y: . 
General statement aa to primary and, per~at!.ent teeth 
with details of abnormalities and name and address 
of dentists who ha.ve f'urnished oa..re~ 
Contact: with B:osni tals, . Clinigs.; .. or l'h.ys1cians 
In a chronologically arranged~ itemized. numbe.red 
list apecifr name and .address of contact,·da.tes of 
same, general nature of contact (treatment,,study; 
test:\,ng, etc.} . . 
Contact 't'tith Social Agencies (incl:uding legal autho-
rities) · · - · · · · 
In a chr.onologi call.y a~ranged, numbered, itemized 
list specify names and a.O.dre.ss of ageney !I dates o:f 
contact, natU!'e of contact . {including .reason for 
ma.kine: a.nd breaking contact.,) 
